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ARTICLE I AGREEMENT
THIS AGREEMENT is made and entered into on the 1st day of July, 1999, by and
between the HERRICKS UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT, Town of North Hempstead, New
Hyde Park, New York and the HERRICKS TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION.
Hereinafter, the parties shall be known as the "District" and the "Association"
respectively.
ARTICLE II RECOGNITION
The Board recognizes the. Association as the exclusive representative of the
professional staff (hereinafter referred to as "teachers") employed in the District, excluding
the administrative and supervisory personnel, for the purpose of collective negotiations of
terms and conditions of their employment and administration of grievances.
ARTICLE III DUES DEDUCTION AND REMITTANCE
A. Teachers may sign and deliver to the District an assignment (Appendix "D")
authorizing deduction of membership dues and assessments of the Association, and the
District agrees to make the deductions from pay as called for by such authorization.
B. Deductions will commence with the first paycheck in September according to the
deduction authorization forms submitted by the Association in force the previous June and will
be in equal installments per pay period, except for the final installment which will be no later
than the last payday in May, until the total amount authorized has been deducted. This list of
payroll deductions may be supplemented no more often than once each month. (Deductions
will begin with the second payroll following the submission of any supplementary list.)
C. The District will provide the Association with a schedule of deductions and will remit
to the Association all deductions within fifteen (15) days after the deductjons are made.
D. The District will promptly notify the Association of any member's request to
discontinue dues deductions. .
E. The Association will administer this provision in accordance with the law and will
hold the District harmless for any liabi,lities incurred by compliance with this provision.
ARTICLE IV ASSOCIATION BUSINESS
A. School Facilities. The Association, as the duly recognized representative of the
professional staff, is extended the reasonable use of school facilities as indicated below. Such
use will not conflict with the needs of the District program or the performance of duties and
such use will not incur expenses to the District.
1. Bulletin Boards A bulletin board, provided by the Association, in each faculty
lounge will be maintained for Association use only. The Association will be responsible for the
propriety of material posted.
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2. School Mailboxes The Association will have the full use of teacher school
mailboxes for distributing its material. Where distribution is on a general basis, copins will also
be placed in the boxes of administrators and supervisors. This does n01 apply to
communications individually addressed to specific persons. The use of school mailboxes is
subject to any legal restrictions.
3. Association Office
a. The Board will provide the Association with a room for IJse as the
Association Office. However, it is understood that in the event such room is r,:quired for
educational program purposes, the Association will vacate said room in a reasonablel time, and
the Association and Superintendent will meet promptly to explore the availability of alternative
space. .
I
I
I
.,
b. If space is available, the Association Office will remain in thll~Herricks
High School. All costs (excluding the installation of the H.T.A. private telephone) i1curred in
moving the office will be borne by the District.
4. President's Facilities. A separate interschool telephone will be instaled in the
building of the President for his or her use in making interschool calls concerning AHsociation
matters.
B. Released Time
1. President's Time The President of the Association will be released from all
duty assignments and one class per day if the office is held by a secondary teacher or the
equivalent time if the office is held by an elementary teacher, to conduct r ecessary
Association business. Additional released time may be granted at the discretk n of the
Superintendent, in which case, however, the President of the Association may be mquired to
substitute without compensation.
2. ~ Five elected Association officers designated by the Association will
be relieved of duty assignments provided that there are no teachers with more than t'IIO duties
due to these officers being released from these duties. This release from duties is for the sole
purpose of conducting necessary Association business.
3. BuildinQ Reoresentatives. Building representatives designated by the
Association by June 15 of the preceding school year shall be relieved of duty assignments
provided that no teacher will assume more than two duties as a result of thl: elected
representatives being released from such duties. This release from duties is for the sole
purpose of condu.cting necessary Association business. It is further provided that thEI number
of building representatives and officers shall not exceed 21.
C. Conferences for Association DelegAtes Sufficient leave will be grcl1ted for
attendance by the official delegates to the annual Representative Assembly of the State
Teachers' Association (NYSUT) plus the equivalent of two days for each official delElgate for
two additional conferences.
-2-
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D. Meeting!': Each fourth Thursday occurring during the school year shall be available
for Association use. Where the Superintendent requires the use of such a Thursday for
non-routine matters, an alternate date within one week will be provided to the Association.
For the month of December, the second Wednesday of December will also be reserved as an
Association meeting day and the administration will not schedule any in-service courses or any
other activitieson that afternoon. .
ARTICLE V ACCESS TO Ii\lFORMA TIOi\l
The District agrees to make available such information as is reasonable, proper to
reveal, and required to be made available as part of its obligation to bargain in good faith.
ARTICLE VI TEACHER FACILITIES
.
The minimum essential facilities provided by the school district for each school building
will include:
A. Space in each building where teachers may safely store personal belongings,
instructional materials, and supplies.
B. Adequate equipment and supplies, including duplicating equipment, to aid in the
preparation of instructional materials, will be available for teachers' use.
C. A room to be used as a faculty lounge, with a telephone for official use in contacting
parents, and other school business. The lounge and furnishings will be properly maintained.
D. In the High School every effort will be made to schedule a room or other contained
area, adequately lit and furnished, which may be exclusively used by teachers for their
preparation work.
E. Well-lighted and clean teacher rest rooms with high quality supplies.
F. Precautionary signs and other necessary devices should be utilized for safety in the
parking lots.
G. Automatic telephone devices will be installed for the purpose of receiving notice of
a teacher's absence.
H. The District will make available to all teachers the lunch program offered to students
at the lowest price possible consistent with the need to have a non-subsidized operation. The
District will also continue the lunch services teachers currently enjoy in all schools to the
extent that prices paid cover the cost.
I. The District shall attempt to schedule lunch periods which coincide with available
lunch services. This will not apply to Registered Nurses and School Nurse Teachers.
J. Effective July 1, 2000, if adequate space is available, an additional copy m~chine
will be installed for school purposes in each elementary school.
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ARTICLE VII TEACHER PROTECTION
A. The District will maintain high standards of sanitation, health and sclfety with
respect to all school buildings and grounds.
B. In the event that a teacher has not been negligent, the District will 'eimburse
him/her for damage to or destruction of clothing and personal effects normall\' worn or
brought into school by teachers; provided that 1) the damage was sustained during and
incident to employment; 2) the damaged property does not exceed one hundred and
twenty-five ($125.00) dollars in value; and 3) the damaged property is not cash, a tape
recorder or other electronic device, camera, or other unusual equipment or property.
C. The District will expend necessary funds, not to exceed three thousand ($::,,000.00)
dollars, for the purpose of reimbursing teachers whose cars have been maliciously damaged
while on school property. Teachers will be compensated on the following basis:
1 . A claim of damage must be promptly reported to and certified by thEI District.
2. In no case will reimbursement exceed two hundred ($200.00) dollars per
incident.
3. If total annual claims exceed the dollar limits set forth in "C" ahclve, then
those teachers, who have reported claims by June 15 of any given year, will be reimbursed
a proportionate share of the claim.
ARTICLE VIII ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE
A. 1. Elementary teachers are required to arrive fifteen (15) minutes bElfore the
start of the school day and are required to remain five (5) minutes beyond the er d of the
school day.
2. Middle School teachers are required to arrive nine (9) minutes before ':he start
of the school day.
3. High School teachers are required to arrive five (5) minutes before ':he start
of the school day.
B. A teacher being shared between two schools may be scheduled for a later starting
time than set forth above in order to end his/her day at another school within thEI regular
teacher day set forth in "C" below. It is further agreed that a teacher shared by schools with
different "teacher days" (see "C" below) will have a day no longer in length than the longer
teacher day in the schools involved. It is further agreed that the day for special 1eachers
shared between/among elementary schools will not exceed seven (7) hours.
C. The teacher day at the elementary school level will not exceed six (6) h(lurs and
fifty-five (55) minutes. The teacher day at the secondary school level will not exceod seven
(7) hours and fifteen (15) minutes.
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High School Middle School
~M2ru1a¥
Social Studies English
Second Language Science
Music Music
Health Art/RelatedArts
Tuesdav Tuesdav
English Mathematics
Science Business
Business -Health
Art/Related Arts Physical Education
Special Ed
Wednesdav Wednesdav 61hGrade
Mathematics Social Studies
Special Ed Second Language
Physical Education
D. It is agreed that in the event that individual programs in a building need to be
adjusted by adding an additional period at the end of the school day, the teacher(s) so
involved may be scheduled for a starting time of fifteen (15) minutes before the starting time
of the second period. Such scheduling will occur after prior consultation with the H.T.A.
E. HELP CLASS
1. All secondary teachers are required to remain one period beyond the
school day for extra help. The following is the schedule of Help Class
days. -
2. In the High School Physical Education Help Class may be scheduled
before school on any school day for the purpose of make-ups.
3. Special Education teachers who co-teach inclusion classes may be
scheduled for Help Class on the same day as the academic teacher(s)'
Help Class. Special Education teachers may only be scheduled for one
(1) Help Class period per week. .
F. HIGH SCHOOL SCHEDULE:
1. Effective July 1, 2000, if scheduling requirements necessitate the
expansion to a ten (10) period day, the following will be the schedule
a. Teachers are required to work Periods One (1) through Nine (9)
or Periods Two (2\ through Ten (10). All teachers scheduled for
Periods One (1) through Nine (9) are required to remain for
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faculty, department, etc., meetings, staff developmunt and help
class.
All teachers are required to remain in school until thl:' conclusion
of the last period of their scheduled day. Teacher:; who must
leave school prior to this time must receive permissi:m from the
high school principal, or assistant principal, or depart ment chair.
b.
c. Teachers scheduled for Periods One (1) through Nine (9) must
arrive in school by 7: 25 a.m. Teachers scheduled for Periods
Two (2) through Ten (10) must arrive in school by t!:13 a.m.
d. Each teacher's scheduling preferences will be sought. However,
the final decision regarding the schedule will be det :!rmined by
the educational needs of the students. This is a :;ample ten
period schedule:
Day Begins
Period 1
Period 2
Period 3
Period 4
Period 5
Period 6
Period 7
Period 8
Period 9
Period 10
ARTICLE IX FACUL TV MEETINGS
7:25 a.m.
7:30 a.m.
8:18a.m.
9:06 a.m.
9:56 a.m.
10:44 a.m.
11:32 a.m.
12.20 p.m.
1:08 p.m.
1:56 p.m.
2:44 p.m.
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
8:14 a.m.
9:02 a.m.
9:52 a.m. (2 extra minutes)
10:40 a.m.
11 :28 a.m.
12: 16 p.m.
1:04 p.m.
1:52 p.m
2:40 p.m.
3:28 p.m.
A. It is agreed and understood that Thursday will be reserved for meetings. It is further
agreed that the first Thursday refers to the first Thursday of the month in which sl~hool is in
session.
B. 1. The first, second and third Thursday of each month are reserved f,:r faculty,
department, District, intra school and/or interschool meetings.
2. Teachers in the Special Services Department will meet once per morth during
the first three weeks according to the following schedule.
a.
b.
c.
d.
Monday
-
Special Education and Reading
Tuesday - Psychologists and Social Workers.
Wednesday - Speech and ESL
Thursday - Nurses, Gemini and ST AC
C. It is agreed, however, that if faculty meetings are required beyond the allnounced
administration policy, the faculty will be given two days notice of such meetings, :!xcept in
the case of an emergency.
-
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D. With respect to these meetings (Section B), an agenda will be available at least
twenty four (24) hours in advance. Such agenda will take priority. Teachers will have the
opportunity to submit agenda items for discussion. The agenda will not, however, limit the
items of discussion at the meeting.
E. Faculty, department, District, etc. meetings may not exceed sixty (60) minutes.
ARTICLE X DUTY FREE lUNCH
A. All teachers in elementary schools will continue to be entitled to an uninterrupted
duty free lunch period of one hour.
B. Every effort will be made to insure that all secondary teachers will have one full
class period as a lunch hour at or as close to the noon hour as possible.
C. This will not apply if the teacher has an overload.
D. Registered Nurses and School Nurse Teachers will be on duty during student lunch
time periods.
ARTICLE XI GENERAL SUPERVISION AND RECORD KEEPING
A. Bus loadinQ Sunervision The Board of Education agrees that it will cause bus
schedules to be established so that buses are standing ready for students to board as closely
as possible to the scheduled dismissal time. This will not be construed as a guarantee of the
performance of the buses.
B. Detention Session. When the detention of a student is deemed necessary, the
teacher or administrator who detains the student will be responsible for supervising the
detention. This will not be construed that teachers may not make arrangements with fellow
teachers to combine detention duties.
It is agreed that teachers have the general responsibility to discipline students.
C. Hall SupArvi~ion. Specific hall duty may be regularly assigned during the school day
as it is individually and collectively the responsibility of the professional staff of the building
to maintain at all times control over student behavior, as is the present practice.
D. Machine-scored TestinQ. All standardized group tests will be machine-scored,
whenever a machine scorable form is available. The above will apply only to large scale
testing. Machine scorability will not be the determinant for selecting the tests.
ARTICLE XII PARAPROFESSIONAL ASSISTANCE
Aides will be provided in the elementary school library media centers as per the
recommendations of the Superintendent in the 1979-80 proposed budget.
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ARTICLE XIII PARENTAL APPOINTMENTS
A. Conferences with parents will be held within a reasonable time after ~request for
such a conference has been made, at an appointment time mutually convenient to 1he teacher
and parent.
B. Two (2) parent-teacher conferences will be scheduled for each child at the
elementary level and at the sixth grade level for each year. Elementary teacher:; and sixth
grade teachers will be released the equivalent of four (4) one-half (%) day sessions per year
for scheduling some of these conferences. Each teacher will schedule one (I) evening
conference session per semester.
C. Guidance Counselors will be available for four (4) evening conferenl:es and/or
guidance related programs per school year.
D. It is agreed that teachers may not refuse to meet with Administrator!:, parents,
guidance counselors, etc. during their unassigned time.
ARTICLE XIV CLASS SIZE
The District will continue to make every effort to establish class sizes consi:;tent with
sound educational practices.
ARTICLE XV STUDENT DISCIPLINE
A. If a student's behavior is such as to endanger himself! herself or others, or to make
him/her in.subordinate or disorderly, the teacher, after discussing the situation with student.
parents. and appropriate special personnel, may send the student to the proper administrative
office for corrective action. As promptly as teaching obligations will allow, and not later than
the end of the school day, the teacher will furnish the administrator with full particui :irs of the
incidents. The student will not be permitted to return to class until the matter has been
reviewed by the proper administrator. In case of severe or repeated disruption, all teachers
involved and appropriate special personnel will be consulted.
B. Any teacher dismissing a student from class during the class period mUS1:send the
student to an administrator's office.
ARTICLE XVI ELEMENTARY CLASS LISTS
In each elementary school, teachers of each grade level will participate in the
preparation of class lists for the next school year. The Principal will make the final
determination of the lists. Elementary and Sixth Grade teachers may review their class lists
at least one week before these lists are mailed to parents.
- 8-
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ARTICLE XVII ElEMENTARY TEACHING ASSIGNMENTS SCHEDULES AND ADDITIONAL
COMPENSA TIOI\I
A. The District will continue to make every effort within budgetary limitations to
provide workshops for new programs. Effective July 1, 1999 workshops will be compensated
at the rate of thirty dollars and ninety cents ($30.90) per hour. Teachers have the option of
selecting the per hour pay QLone (1) in-service credit for each fifteen (1 5) hours of work.
B. The District will make every effort to provide common planning time for classroom
teachers involved in team teaching and similar types of p"rograms; however, the rights of
children for an orderly learning experience will not be compromised in the process.
C. Elementary Assianments and Schedules
1. Tentative teaching assignments for elementary teachers and tentative room
assignments for elementary teachers will be made available by June 1st and specific teaching
schedules prior to the beginning of school in September. If a teacher's tentative assignment
is changed during the summer, the teacher will be notified in writing to his/her home address.
2. The District will attempt within existing facilities and personnel for teaching
assignmentsto be scheduledso that there should be no more than three and one-half (3 Y2)
consecutive hours of classroom teaching on the elementary level.
3. a. Unassigned /preparation time for the teachers will be as follows:
1. Kindergarten, First, Second and Third Grade teachers will have a
minimum average of 180 minutes of unassigned/preparation time per week.
2. Fourth and Fifth Grade teachers will have a minimum average of 200
minutes of unassigned/ preparation time per week.
3. I.D. teachers will have the same amount of unassigned/ preparation
time as the classroom teachers of that grade level.
4. E.S.L. teachers, Librarians, Reading teachers, Resource Room
teachers and Speech teachers will have a minimum average of 190 minutes of unassigned/
preparation time per week.
"
b.
1. Elementary Art, Music and Physical Education teachers may
be assigned a maximum of 1335 minutes per week.
2. Elementary Computer teachers may be assigned a maximum
of 1350 minutes per week.
3. This time is inclusive of any non-teaching assignments.
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c. Classroom and I.D. teachers are required to meet with th~ computer
teacher(s) for the purpose of integrating the computer into the classroom curricIJla.
d. Every effort will be made in arranging elementary school schedules so
that there will be at least one (1) period of unassigned preparation time pel' day. The
unassigned preparation time will be in addition to a duty free lunch hour and will "lot include
the time before the commencement of the student day.
4. Association representatives in each school building have the right to inspect
the tentative teacher schedules for the succeeding school year in each of the respective
school buildings before June 1 st and on Orientation Day.
5. It is agreed that the planning for Inclusion students is the responsibility of
the teachers. This planning is to be accomplished during the teachers' unassigned periods
within the school day, and/or during other mutually agreeable times.
6. Every effort will be made, within staffing limitations, to schedul ~ as much
uninterrupted classroom teaching time as possible in each of the elementary clas~,es.
7. If the schedule permits, five (5) minutes will be scheduled betv/een each
"special" class. If such is not possible, no more than two (2) "special" class,els may be
consecutively scheduled without the intervening five (5) minutes.
8. Every effort will be made to schedule so the Kindergarten teacher:; will have
fifteen (15) minutes of unassigned preparation time per day between the a.m. and p.m.
sessions. This unassigned time is for instructional purposes and/or parental conti: cts. This
unassigned preparation time will be in addition to a duty free lunch hour and will n:>t include
the time before the commencement of the student day.
D. Elementarv Comoensation
Introduction Involvement in extra- and co-curricular activities is voluntary. It
is recognized that there are certain extra- and co-curricular activities that are pmt of the
elementary school program. Teachers who sponsor, coach, chaperon or superv se these
activities will receive compensation beyond the basic salary as set forth below (sEte section
C.G of Article XIX). Teachers may organize and sponsor other activities on their own initiative
and with the prior approval of the Superintendent of Schools but there will be no
compensation beyond the basic salary schedule.
1. a. Sixty-Five (65) hour student activities
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
Computer Explorers
Human Relations Club
Literary Club (Primary Grades)
Literary Club (Intermediate Grades)
Local School Option
Student Council
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b. Shtty-five (65) hour non-student activity
Science Mentor
2. a. Ninety (90) hour activities
1.
2.
3.
4.
Drama Club
Local School Option
Newspaper
Safety Patrol
3. Compensation for the activities described in sub-paragraphs (a) and (b) shall
be as set forth in Article XIX below.
NOTES:
1. This listing does llil1 guarantee the existence of each activity
2. If any position is filled by more than one individual, the amount
stated above will be divided between/among the co-sponsors
3. If student enrollment necessitates having more than one group,
each sponsor will be paid the full amount. .
4. Elementary intra murals will be compensated according to the rates
established for secondary intramurals (see Article XIX C 3).
5. Chaperoning at all concerts, plays, demonstrations and athletic
activities will be compensated at the rate established for secondary schools.
6. Any other activity approved by the Superintendent will be
compensated at the twenty-five (25) hour rate for secondary activities.
E. Dutv Assignments
1 . Elementary teachers may be assigned before or after school hall duty.
2. Elementary teachers may be assigned to Arrival Duty and/or
Departure Duty (bus duty). Elementary Arrival Duty will begin fifteen (15) minutes before the
beginning of school. Elementary Departure Duty will last for ten (10) minutes beyond the end
of the school day. No more than three (3) teachers may be assigned to Arriv'al Duty and no
more than four (4) teachers may be assigned to Departure Duty in each elementary school.
3. By the nature of their responsibilities, registered nurses,
nurse-teachers, social workers, psychologists and librarians do not have duty assignments.
4. Shared teachers who teach forty percent (40%) or more of their
schedule in another building or who travel to more than two buildings will have no duty
assignments.
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ARTICLE XVIII SEC0l\10ARV ASSIGI\1MEI\1TS SCHEDULES AI\1D ApDITIOI\1AL
COMPEI\1SA TIOI\1
A. The District will continue to make every effort within budgetary. limitations to
provide workshops for new programs. Effective July 1, 1999, workshops will be compensated
at the rate of thirty dollars and ninety cents ($30.90) per hour. Teachershave the option of
selecting the per hour payor one (1) in-service credit for each fifteen (15) hours of work.
B. The District will make every effort to provide common planning time fOl' classroom
teachers involved in team teaching and similar types of programs; however, the rights of
children for an orderly learning experience will not be compromised in the proces;:).
C. AssiQnments and Basic Load
1. Tentative teaching assignments for secondary teachers will be macl3 available
by June 1st and specific teaching schedules prior to the beginning of school in September.
If a teacher's tentative assignment is changed over the summer, the teacher will be notified
in writing to his/her home address.
2. It is assumed that each teacher will carry a full basic load. The panties do not
recommend more than the basic load, but recognize there may be occasions WhEIn this has
to occur. The basic load has two parts - instructional and duty assignments.
3. The District will attempt within existing facilities and personnel fo,' teaching
assignments to be scheduled so that there will be no more than three (3) consecutive
classroom teaching periods on the secondary level.
4. Association representatives in each school building have the right ;:0 inspect
the tentative teacher schedule for the succeeding school year in each of the respecti'le school
buildings before June 1st and on Orientation Day.
5. Upon written request, the District will notify the H.T.A. of future semester
assignments or overloads.
6. The District will make reasonable efforts within existing facilities and
personnel for teaching assignments to be scheduled so that no teacher will have more than
three (3) preparations during any semester. It is understood that the final decisic n will be
made by the Administration to determine assignments within the needs of educational
programs. The Association may discuss assignments and offer alternative solutiolS to the
Assistant Superintendent for Instruction.
7. It is agreed that the necessary planning for Inclusion studen ts is the
responsibility of the teachers. This planning is to be accomplished during the reachers'
unassigned periods within the school day, and/or during other mutually agreeable 1:meso
-12-
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D. Instructional
1. The basic instructional load of a secondary teacher is twenty-five (25)
instructional periods or its equivalent as defined.
E. Dutv Assignments
1.
2. Definitions.
a. A scheduled science lab or a writing analysis period (i.e., English)
is equivalent to one instructional period and equal in time to the
length of one instructional period.
b. Extracurriular or co-curricular instructional activities may by
mutual agreement between teacher and Principal be
substituted for instructional time.
a. Each eligible High School teacher may be assigned to two half-year
duties or one full year duty. Attempts will be made to assign teachers,
when not needed for other duties, to learning centers.
b. Each eligible Middle School te;:icher may be assigned to two half-year
duties or one full year duty. Attempts will be made to assign teachers,
when not needed for other duties, to learning centers.
c. In both the High School and Middle School one-half year of cafeteria
duty will count as one full year duty.
.
d. A learning center is a locale to which teachers ar'3 assigned and to
which students may go for extra help. Only teachers from the following
departments may be assigned to this duty. These departments are:
English, Mathematics, Science, Second Language, Social Studies and
Special Education.
2. The different duty assignments will be shared equally on a rotation basis.
a. Teachers may not substitute instruction, coa~hing, extra or co-curricular
assignments for a duty assignment.
b. By the nature of their responsibilities, librarians, guidance counselors,
secondary library media specialists, nurse-teachers, social workers, and
psychologists do not have duty assignments. If Middle School Gifted
and Talented teachers are to be assigned duties, these duties will only
occur before and/or after school.
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c. Dutv Assignments
1. Middle School ArrivalDuty willbegin twenty (20) minutes before
the beginningof school and willlast for fifteen (15) minutes. No
more than six (6) teachers may be assigned.
2. Middle School Departure Duty will last for fifteen (15: minutes
beyond the end of the school day. No more than nine (9)
teachers may be assigned.
3. Study Hall - High School and Middle School
4. Cafeteria duty
-
High School and Middle School
5. Hall Duty
-
High School and Middle School
6. Learning Center -High School and Middle School
d. No more than two (2) teachers will be assigned to cafeteria dul y during
each lunch period.
e. It is understood that teachers will take attendance, read announce-
ments, etc. as they did when homeroom was in effect.
Shared teachers who teach forty percent (40%) or more of thuir
schedule in another building or who travel to more than two
buildings will have no duty assignments.
f.
F. ComDensation for Assi9nments Exceedina Basic Teaching Load
1. Instructional Period
a. A teacher assigned for more than twenty-five (25) instructional pt:riods or
their equivalent will be compensated at the rate of one-sixth (1/6) of the
teacher's position on the salary schedule to a maximum of ten thousaml dollars
($10,000) for five instructional periods per week or a total of 30 periods,
assuming a full school year. Any lesser period between 26 and 30 periods, or
less than one full year, will be prorated. If in any school year, a science teacher
teaches twenty-seven and one-half (27 Y2) periods per week during one
semester and teaches only twenty-two and one-half (22 Y2)periods pm week
the other semester, the teacher will not receive any additional comptmsation
beyond his/her normal salary.
.1
b. Sixth grade teachers will be considered for overloads in the Middlel School
if they are appropriately certified.
c. Notices of projected overloads will be distributed to all department rTlembers
and posted in each building. The H.T.A. President will be sent copil:s of all
such notices.
- 14-
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2. Dutv Assianment. A teacher assigned more than two duty assignments and
twenty-five (25) instructional periods will be compensated at the rate of one-twentieth (1/20)
for each additional assignment.
3. Any teacher who accepts an overload cannot expect to be protected by the
provisions regarding the number of consecutive student contact periods, the number of class
preparations, time for lunch, etc.
ARTICLE XIX CO-CURRICULAR EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES AND COMPENSATION
-
ALL LEVELS
A. Introduction Involvement in extra or co-curricular activities on the part of
teachers is voluntary. It is recognized that ,certain activities related to the operation of the
school or as an extension of the instructional program are necessary for the organization
and maintenance of a comprehensive school program. Teachers who sponsor, coach,
chaperon or supervise these activities will receive compensation beyond the basic salary
as set forth below. Teachers may, on their own initiative and with the approval of their
Principal, org'anize or sponsor other activities, but there will be no compensation beyond
basic salary.
B. Effective July 1, 1982, all new hires who are employed with the written
condition that they conduct a specified number of extra and/or co-curricular activities
and/or that they conduct specified activity(ies) will, so long as requested by the District,
adhere to these conditions.
C. Guidelines for Determinina-Pavment and/or AssiQnments
The need for and extent of any activity will remain the responsibility of the District.
However, in the event the District decides to reduce or' eliminate any activity, it will notify
the individual prior to commitment, except where activities are discontinued due to lack of
substantial enrollment.
1. Teachers will have a basic teaching load during the normal day.
2. The listing of coaching positions does not guarantee the existence
of each.
3. INTRAMURALS
a. Intramural sponsors will be paid, effective July 1 of each
school year, the hourly rate as per the following:
1999-2000
$21.25 $26.94
(1-4 yrs) (4 + yrs)
2000-2001
$21.89 $27.75
(1-4 yrs) (4 + yrs)
2001-2002
$22.55 $28.58
(1-4 yrs) (4 + yrs)
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2002-2003
$23.23 $29.44
(1-4 yrs) (4 + yrs)
2003-2004
$23.93 $30.32
(1-4 yrs) (4 + yrs)
b. Intramurals will be counted as one and one-half (1 %) hours per
session. Extramurals (intramural events that involve participation with
other secondary schools) will be counted as three (3) hours per
session.
c. Intra murals which cannot be conducted on the grounds of thl:
Herricks Public Schools (e.g. horseback riding, swimming, etc.)
""ill be
paid on the hourly basis up to a maxinium of three hours (3)' per
session.
d. Credit for consecutive years of intramural service in the positul)n
will be given regardless of the level at which the intramurals are
conducted. No credit will be given for service outside of Herrick:;.
e. Credit for intramural experience in Herricks will be considered
continuous if a hiatus of three (3) or fewer years exists.
4. INTERSCHOLASTIC SPORTS
a. Interscholastic coaches' salaries for the 1999-2000, 2000-20(11,
2001-2002, 2002-2003, 2003-2004 school years are listed in
Sections C.5.a, C.5.b, C.5.c, C.5.d, and C.5.e of this Article.
b. Practice time will conform to state regulations. Any remaining ':ime
will be used for other responsibilities.
c. Interscholastic coaches who must, because of unusable schoo'!
facilities, travel by bus to a different location for daily practices, II/ill,
in addition to their coaching pay, receive ten dollars ($10.00) per jay
for each day that they must travel for practice.
d. The length of a sports season will be the time between the first
league game to the last post season contest, plus the number of
practices prior to the first game required by State Regulations and 'or
supported by League Regulations.
e. Practice or games may not be scheduled during regularly scheduled
meetings of the Superintendent, Principal Director or Chairpersons.
and coaches' scheduled help classes unless prior approval is gran1:<3d
by the person conducting the meeting and, in the case of help
classes, approval granted by the Principal.
. !
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f. A schedule of practices and games will be established by the
director and coach prior to the beginning of the sport, subject to the
.
approval of the Principal.
g. For interscholastic coaches rules of sick leave and personal leave
will apply, except where the teacher has to withdraw from the
assignment prior to the beginning of the activity.
, .
h. When a game is canceled, every effort will be made to reschedule
the game. The decision to cancel a game is the responsibility of the
Principal after consultation, if possible, with the Director and the
coach. In the absence of the Principal, the Director will have the
responsibility.
i. A non-tenured teacher will be paid for his/her coaching as long as
he/she continues to coach during the non-tenure period. A tenured
teacher may, by mutual agreement with the Principal, receive "time"
(reduced teaching load) in place of compensation, regardless of
whether he/she coaches one, two or three sports. Coaching "time"
may not be substituted for non-teaching duties.
j. Any decision involving exchanging free time for payment must be
agreed to in writing prior to April 1. By common agreement, the
coach and Principal may extend the deadline until June I if some
unusual circumstance exists.
k. If the Principal decides to ask a tenured teacher to coach a third
sport, it is the Principal's prerogative to determine if the coach
receives free time or pay. The coach has the right to refuse the
assignment.
I. Coaches who transfer from one sport assignment to another sport
assignment by virtue only of the request of the Director of Athletics
will continue to be paid at the step the coach would have been paid
had the coach remained in his/her former assignment. This will apply
only to coaches who are qualified in the sport to which they are being
transferred. Coaching changes which result from Section -H. of this
Article are not affected by this clause.
m. ~
1. Step I represents coaches who are credited with four
(4) or fewer years o~ experience in that sport.
2. Step 2 represents coaches who are credited with five
(5) or more years of experience in that sport.
n. Credit for Herricks coaching experience and consecutive years of
service in Herricks will be based on the sport, regardless of the level
-
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5.a
SPORT LEVEL STEP 1 STEP 2
Baseball Vars. 4452 5078
Basketball (B) Vars. 5078 5831
Basketball (G) Vars. 5078 5831
Cheerleaders Vars. 2571 2947
Cross Country Vars. 4200 4828
Football Vars. 6081 7022
Golf Vars. 3386 3386
Lacrosse (B) Vars. 4828 5517
Lacrosse (G) Vars. 4828 5517
Soccer (B) Vars. 4326 4953
Soccer (G) Vars. 4326 4953
Softball Vars. 4452 5078
Tennis (B) Vars. 3198 3699
Tennis (G) Vars. 3198 3699
Track W. Vars. 4326 4953
Track S. Vars. 4828 5517
Volleyball (B) Vars. 4326 4953
Volleyball (G) Vars. 4326 4953
Wrestling Vars. 5329 6081
Football Asst. 5078 5831
Football Asst. 5078 5831
Lacrosse (B) Asst. 2821 3198
Lacrosse (G) Asst. 2821 3198
Track S. Asst. 3386 3886
Track S. Asst. 3386 3886
Wrestling Asst. 4452 5078
Baseball J. V. 3323 3824
Basketball (B) J. V. 3950 4513
Basketball (G) J. V. 3950 4513
Football J. V. 4326 4953
Football J. V. 4326 4953
-
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coached in that sport or the gender of the team. The latter refors to
the following sports: basketball, soccer, tennis, track and volle~'ball.
o. Credit for coaching experience in Herricks will be considered
continuous if a hiatus of three (3) or fewer years exists.
p. If Section 8 (Nassau County) reduces the length of a sport's
season, the coaches(es) salary(ies) may be proportionately reduced
by a maximum of fifteen (15) percent.
q. If new sports and/or coaching positions are added, the salaril:s
must be negotiated.
INTERSCHOLASTIC COACHES' SALARIES
.
1999-2000
1811_-
Lacrosse (B) J. V. 3323 3824
Lacrosse (G) J. V. 3323 3824
Soccer (B) J. V. 3134 3574
Soccer (G) J. V. 3134 3574
Softball J. V. 3323 3824
Tennis (B) J. V. 2399 2774
Tennis (G) J. V. 2399 2774
Volleyball (B) J. V. 3198 3699
Volleyball (G) J. V. 3198 3699
Basketball (B) J. V. (B) 2962 3385
Baseball Frosh 2571 2947
Baseball M. 2571 2947
Basketball (B) M. 2821 3198
Basketball (G) M. 2821 3198
Football M. (Head) 3626 4200
Football M. 3323 3824
Lacrosse (B) M. 2571 2947
Lacrosse (G) M. 2571 2947
Soccer (B) M. 2195 2507
Soccer (G) M. 2195 2507
Softball M. 2571 2947
Tennis (B) M. 2195 2507
Tennis (G) M. 2195 2507
Track S. M. 2571 2947
Track S. M. 2571 2947
Volleyball (B) M. 2195 2507
Volleyball (G) M. 2195 2507
Wrestling M. 2821 3198
5. b.
INTERSCHOLASTIC COACHES' SALARIES
2QQQ :2.QQl
SPORT LEVEL STEP 1 STEP 2
Baseball Vars. 4585 5230
Basketball (B) Vars. 5230 6006
Basketball (G) Vars. 5230 6006
Cheerleaders Vars. 2648 3035
Cross Country Vars. 4326 4972
Football Vars. 6264 7232
Golf Vars. 3488 3488
Lacrosse (B) Vars. 4972 5682
Lacrosse (G) Vars. 4972 5682
Soccer (B) Vars. 4456 5102
Soccer (G) Vars. 4456 5102
Softball Vars. 4585 5230
Tennis (B) Vars. 3294 3810
Tennis (G) Vars. 3294 3810
Track W. Vars. 4456 5102
Track S. Vars. 4972 5682
Volleyball (B) Vars. 4456 5102
-
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Volleyball (G) Vars. 4456 5102
Wrestling Vars. 5489 6264
Football Asst. 5230 6006
Football Asst. 5230 6006
Lacrosse (B) Asst. 2906 3294
Lacrosse (G) Asst. 2906 3294
Track S. Asst. 3487 4003
Track S. Asst. 3487 4003
Wrestling Asst. 4585 5230
Baseball J. V. 3422 3939
Basketball (B) J. V. 4069 4649
Basketball (G) J. V. 4069 4649
Football J. V. 4456 5102
Football J. V. 4456 5102
Lacrosse (B) J. V. 3422 3939
Lacrosse (G) J. V. 3422 3939
Soccer (B) J. V. 3228 3681
Soccer (G) J. V. 3228 3681
Softball J. V. 3422 3939
Tennis (B) J. V. 2471 2857
Tennis (G) J. V. 2471 2857
Volleyball (B) J. V. 3294 3810
Volleyball (G) J. V. 3294 3810
Basketball (B) J. V. (B) 3051 3486
Baseball Frosh 2648 3035
Baseball M. 2648 3035
Basketball (B) M. 2906 3294
Basketball (G) M. 2906 3294
Football M. (Head) 3734 4326
Football M. 3422 3939
Lacrosse (8) M. 2648 3035
Lacrosse (G) M. 2648 3035
Soccer (B) M. 2261 2582
Soccer (G) M. 2261 2582
Softball M. 2648 3035
Tennis (B) M. 2261 2582
Tennis (G) M. 2261 2582
Track S. M. 2648 3035
Track S. M. 2648 3035
Volleyball (B) M. 2261 2582
Volleyball (G) M. 2261 2582
Wrestling M. 2906 3294
5.c.
INTERSCHOLASTIC COACHES' SALARIES
2001 -2002
SPORT LEVEL STEP 1 STEP 2
Baseball Vars. 4723 5387
Basketball (B) Vars. 5387 6186
Basketball (G) Vars. 5387 6186
.20.
Cheerleaders Vars. 2727 3126
Cross Country Vars. 4456 5122
Football Vars. 6451 7449
Golf Vars. 3593 3593
Lacrosse (B) Vars. 5122 5853
Lacrosse (G) Vars. 5122 5853
Soccer (B) Vars. 4589 5255
Soccer (G) Vars. 4589 5255
Softball Vars. 4723 5387
Tennis (B) Vars. 3393 3924
Tennis (G) Vars. 3393 3924
Track W. Vars. 4589 5255
Track S. Vars. 5122 5853
Volleyball (B) Vars. 4589 5255
Volleyball (G) Vars. 4589 5255
Wrestling Vars. 5654 6451
Football Asst. 5387 6186
Football Asst. 5387 6186
Lacrosse (B) Asst. 2993 3393
Lacrosse (G) Asst. 2993 3393
Track S. Asst. 3592 4123
Track S. Asst. 3592 4123
Wrestling Asst. 4723 5387
Baseball J. V. 3525 4057
Basketball (B) J. V. 4191 4788
Basketball (G) J. V. 4191 4788
Football J. V. 4589 5255
Football J. V. 4589 5255
Lacrosse (B) J. V. 3525 4057
Lacrosse (G) J. V. 3525 4057
Soccer (B) J. V. 3325 3792
Soccer (G) J. V. 3325 3792
Softball J. V. 3525 4057
Tennis (B) J. V. 2545 2943
Tennis (G) J. V. 2545 2943
Volleyball (B) J. V. 3393 3924
Volleyball (G) J. V. 3393 3924
Basketball (B) J. V. (B) 3143 3591
Baseball Frosh 2727 3126
Baseball M. 2727 3126
Basketball (B) M. 2993 3393
Basketball (G) M. 2993 3393
Football M. (Head) 3846 4456
Football M. 3525 4057
Lacrosse (B) M. 2727 3126
Lacrosse (G) M. 2727 3126
Soccer (B) M. 2329 2660
Soccer (G) M. 2329 2660
Softball M. 2727 3126
Tennis (B) M. 2329 2660
Tennis (G) M. 2329 2660
Track S. M. 2727 3126
Track S. M. 2727 3126
.21
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Volleyball (B) M. 2329 2660
Volleyball (G) M. 2329 2660
Wrestling M. 2993 3393
INTERSCHOLASTIC COACHES' SALARIES
S.d. 2002-2003
SPORT LEVEL STEP 1 STEP 2
Baseball Vars. 4864 5549
Basketball(B) Vars. 5549 6372
Basketball(G) Vars. 5549 6372
Cheerleaders Vars. 2809 3220
Cross Country Vars. 4590 5275
Football Vars. 6645 7673
Golf Vars. 3701 3701
Lacrosse (B) Vars. 5275 6028
Lacrosse (G) Vars. 5275 6028
Soccer (B) Vars. 4727 5413
Soccer (G) Vars. 4727 5413
Softball Vars. 4864 5549
Tennis (B) Vars. 3495 4042
Tennis (G) Vars. 3495 4042
Track W. Vars. 4727 5413
Track S. Vars. 5275 6028
Volleyball(B) Vars. 4727 5413
Volleyball(G) Vars. 4727 5413
Wrestling Vars. 5823 6645
Football Asst. 5549 6372
Football Asst. 5549 6372
Lacrosse (B) Asst. 3083 3495
Lacrosse (G) Asst. 3083 3495
Track S. Asst. 3700 4247
Track S. Asst. 3700 4247
Wrestling Asst. 4864 5549
Baseball J.V. 3631 4179
Basketball (B) J.V. 4316 4932
Basketball (G) J.V. 4316 4932
Football J.V. 4727 5413
Football J.V. 4727 5413
Lacrosse (B) J.V. 3631 4179
Lacrosse (G) J.V. 3631 4179
Soccer (B) J.V. 3425 3906
Soccer (G) J.V. 3425 3906
Softball J.V. 3631 4179
Tennis (B) J. V. 2621 3031
Tennis (G) J.V. 2621 3031
Volleyball (B) J.V. 3495 4042
Volleyball (G) J.V. 3495 4042
Basketball (B) J. V. (B) 3237 3698
Baseball Frosh 2809 3220
Baseball M. 2809 3220
Basketball(B) M. 3083 3495
.22.
Basketball (G) M. 3083 3495
Football M. (Head) 3962 4590
Football M. 3631 4179
Lacrosse (B) M. 2809 3220
Lacrosse(G) M. 2809 3220
Soccer (B) M. 2398 2739
Soccer(G) M. 2398 2739
Softball M. 2809 3220
Tennis (B) M. 2398 2739
Tennis (G) M. 2398 2739
TrackS. M. 2809 3220
Track S. M. 2809 3220
Volleyball (B) M. 2398 2739
Volleyball (G) M. 2398 2739
Wrestling M. 3083 3495
5.e.
INTERSCHOLASTIC COACHES'
2003-2004
SPORT LEVEL STEP 1 STEP2
Baseball Vars. 5010 5715
Basketball(B) Vars. 5715 6563
Basketball(G) Vars. . 5715 6563
Cheerleaders Vars. 2894 3317
Cross Country Vars. 4728 5434
Football Vars. 6844 7903
Golf Vars. 3812 3812
Lacrosse (B) Vars. 5434 6209
Lacrosse (G) Vars. 5434
. 6209
Soccer (B) Vars. 4869 5575
Soccer (G) 'Vars. 4869 5575
Softball Vars. 5010 5715
Tennis (B) Vars. 3600 4163
Tennis (G) Vars. 3600 4163
Track W. Vars. 4869 5575
Track S. Vars. 5434 6209
VOlleyball(B) Vars. 4869 5575
Volleyball(G) Vars. 4869 5575
Wrestling Vars. 5998 6844
Football Asst. 5715 6563
Football Asst. 5715 6563
Lacrosse (B) Asst. 3175 3600
Lacrosse (G) Asst. 3175 3600
Track S. Asst. 3811 4374
Track S. Asst. 3811 4374
Wrestling Asst. 5010 5715
Baseball J.V. 3740 4304
Basketball (B) J.V. 4446 5080
Basketball (G) J.V. 4446 5080
Football J.V. 4869 5575
Football J.V. 4869 5575
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Lacrosse (B) J.V. 3740 4304
Lacrosse (G) J.V. 3740 4304
i
Soccer (B) J.V. 3528 4023
Soccer (G) J.V. 3528 4023
Softball J.V. 3740 4304
Tennis (B) J.V. 2700 3122
Tennis (G) J. V. 2700 3122
Volleyball (B) J..V. 3600 4163
Volleyball(G) J.V. 3600 4163
Basketball(B) J. V. (B) 3334 3809
~Baseball Frosh 2894 3317(.
Baseball M. 2894
, 3317
Basketball (B) M. 3175 3600
f. .
Basketball (G) M. 3175 3600
Football M. (Head) 4081 4728
Football M. 3740 4304
Lacrosse (B) M. 2894 3317
Lacrosse (G) M. 2894 3317
Soccer (B) M. 2470 2822
i; Soccer (G) M. 2470 2822
Softball M. 2894 3317
Tennis (B) M. 2470 2822
Tennis (G) M. 2470 2822
TrackS. M. 2894 3317
TrackS. M. 2894 3317
Volleyball (B) M. 2470 2822
Volleyball (G) M. 2470 2822
Wrestling M. 3175 3600
6. elUBS AND ACTIVITIES
Clubs and activities shall be compensated in accordance with the schedule set forth in
Section,!>(:below.
1. Twenty-Five (25) hour activities
a. Hiah School
~.
b.
AIDS Awareness
Amnesty International
Audio Visual Club
Better Environment Club
Cultural club
Kickline (summer)
Leaders Club
Library Squad
Literature Club
Mathletes (9th Grade)
P.A.L.
Science Olympiad
i:
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
I.
I
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m.
n.
o.
p.
Second Language Club
Stage Lighting Designer (each production)
Tri-M
World Hunger Club
2. Forty (40) hour activities
a.
b.
c.
d.
Computer Explorers
Highlander (Publisher)
Key Club
Kickline (Fall)
Mathletes
National Honor Society
S.A.D.D.
S.A.S.
Stagecraft Designer (each production)
Stage Lighting Producer (each production)
e.
f.
g.
h.
i. .
j.
3. Sixty-Five (65) hour activities
a.
b.
. c.
d.
Choreographer (each production)
Dance Club
Freshman Class Advisor
Instrumental Director (each production)
Junior Class Advisor
Marching Band Director
Sophomore Class Advisor
Stagecraft Producer (each production)
Summer Band Director
.
.
Vocal Director (each production)
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
4. Ninety (90) hour activities
a.
b.
c.
d.
Band Director (school year)
Chamber Ensemble
H.I.T.
Human Relations Club
Jazz Band
OPUS
School Store
Senior Class Advisor
Show Choir
Student Union Advisor
World Affairs Club
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
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5. One Hundred Fifty (150) hour activities
a.
b.
c.
Central Treasurer
Director (Drama)
Highlander (Editor) -one issue per month-(October-June)
Director (Musical)
6. One Hundred Seventy-Five (175) hour activity
7. Two Hundred (200) hour activities
a.
b.
DECA
Yearbook
8. Athletic Trainer (three seasons)
1999-2000 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004
$16,830 $17,335 $17,855 $18,391 $18,943
lliITfS.
This listing does not guarantee the existence of each activity. ,
If any position is filled by more than one individual, the amount stated above will be
divided between/among the cosponsors.
If student enrollment necessitates having more than one group, each spc:nsor will
be paid the full amount.
1.
2.
3.
b. Middle School
1. Twenty-Five (25) hour Activities
a.
b.
c.
d.
Art Club
Audio-Visual Club
Bicycle Club
Choral Club
Gardening Club
Math Fair
Math Counts
Math Olympiads
Rocketry Club
Social Studies Club
Stage Lighting Designer (each production)
Technology Club
Tri-M
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
I.
m.
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2. Forty (40) hour activities
a.
b.
c.'
d.
Computer Explorers
Honor Society Council
Mathletes
Stagecraft Designer (each production)
Stage Lighting Producer (each production)
3. SiJ(ty-Five (65) hour activities
e.
a.
b.
c.
d.
Choreographer (each production)
Honor Society Advisor
Instrumental Director (each production)
School Store
Stagecraft Producer (each production)
Vocal Director (each production)
e.
f.
4. Ninety (90) hour activities
a. Central Treasurer
b. Human Relations Club
c. Jazz Band
d. Literary Club and Magazine
e. Yearbook
5.. One Hundred Fifty (150) hour activities
a. Director (Drama)
b. G.O. Sponsor
c. Newspaper (One Issue every six weeks)
6. One Hundred Seventy-Five (175) hour activity
Director (Musical)
7. Interscholastic Athletics Coordinator (four seasons)
1999-2000 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004
$9,584. $9,872. $10,168 $10,473 $10,787
~
1. This listing does D.Q1guarantee the existence of each activity.
2. If any position is filled by more than one individual, the amount stated above will be
divided between/among the cosponsors.
If student enrollment necessitates having more than one group, each sponsor will
be paid the full amount.
3.
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1999-2000 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 20
1 to 3 3+ 1 to 3 3+ 1 to 3 3+ 1 to 3 3+ 1 tel
25 hr 553 726 570 748 587 770 604 793 62
activity
40 hr 898 1105 925 1138 953 1172 981 1207 10'1
activity
65 hr 1452 1831 1496 1886 1540 1943 1587 2001 16:
activity
.
90 hr 2004 2521 2064 2597 2126 2675 2190 2755 22!"
activity
150 hr 3352 4216 3453 4342 3556 4473 3663 4607 3T1
activity
.
175 hr 3904 4943 4021 5091 4142 5244 4266 5401 43!J
activity
.
200 hr 4457 5643 4591 5812 4728 5987 4870 61'66 50'1
activity
--1)3-2004
3 3+
.) 817
1 1244
4 2061
6 2837
3 4745
4 5563
6 6351
c. Extra and Co-curricular Compensation
"Hours" refers to agreed compensation as found in XVII D and XIXC 6 of this contract.
1-3 refers to first three years of sponsorship of activity.
3 + refers to fourth year and beyond years of sponsorship.
D. EVALUATION OF INTERSCHOLASTIC COACHES SPONSORS OF INTRAMUF~ALS....
CLUBS AND OTHER ACTIVITIES The evaluation of any of the above with the intentiDn of
removing him or her from an assignment will be initiated by the Principal of the schi)ol in
which the activity takes place. The Principal will make advisory recommendations 1::)the
Superintendent of Schools.
E. CHAPERONES Chaperoning will be voluntary. Effective July 1, 1990, whElnever
a teacher serves as a chaperon he/she will not be paid less than thirty-five ($35.00) dollars'
for a weekday activity and not less than forty-five ($45.00) dollars for a nighttime or Sat Jrday
or Sunday activity.
F. PUBLICATION OF VACANCIES. All extra-curricular and co-curricular positior swill
be publicized in the building in which the vacancy exists. This will not preclude publication
District-wide where the administration feels such is appropriate. All applications will be
submitted in writing. The Association will be notified in writing of the vacancy ar d the
appointment to such vacancy.
G. Current membership in the bargaining unit will not be a criterion for eligibiliW.
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H. Soonsorshio of Co-curricular and Extra-curricular (Intramural and Athletic)
Activities
Positions will be declared vacant for those co-curricular and extra-curricular activities
where the sponsor had three years or more consecutive years of service. This is to begin
April 15, 1989, effective for the school year 1990-1991 and every third year thereafter. This
does not preclude the District from rehiring the incumbent.
ARTICLE XX EMERGENCY TEACHING ASSIGNMENTS -ALL LEVELS
A. EmerQencv Coverage. Emergency coverage will pertain to any situation which is
unforeseen as in the event of teacher illness, inability to reach school for a period of time,
presence needed at home. Situations created for the convenience of the individual cannot be
deemed an emergency and if necessary can be covered by voluntary coverage solicited by the
individual. Teachers should not be requested to cover any classes unless the situation meets
the definition of an emergency.
1. Each secondary school will develop a substitute emergency list that will
ensure equitable coverage from within. Plans will be devised so that no teacher on any level
will serve more than two (2) unpaid emergency substitution periods. At the secondary level.
every effort will be made to assign each teacher two coverages within his/her assigned
department; otherwise, emergency coverage will be rotated on a school-wide basis. In the
elementary school, a teacher required to cover a class during his/her normal unassigned time
will have this counted toward one (1) period of emergency substitution.
2. Emergency coverage for one-half (Y2)day or more:
a. Try to get substitute
b. Cover from within.
3. Emergency coverage for less than one-half (Y2) day:
a. Cover from within
B. Normal Teacher Absence
1. Every attempt to obtain a substitute teacher qualified in the particular area
will be made.
2. In the event a qualified substitute in a particular area cannot be obtained, a
substitute qualified in another area will be obtained.
3. On occasions, when no substitute is available, the classes will be covered
from within the school staff as emergency substitutions or the classes will be canceled at the
option of the Principal.
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4. All teachers will have readily available lesson plans that can be followed by
a substitute.
5. Each special teacher will develop emergency substitute kits that will enable
a substitute teacher to work with related material even if he or she is not cert fied in that
particular area. Example: Art, History Appreciation, Literature, Vocabulary.
C. Emergencv Coverage Compensation
All emergency teaching assignments exceeding two (2) as defined abclve, will be
compensated at one-on~-thousandth (1/1000) of the Bachelor's Step 1 salary for 13ach period;
one-half (%) period, one-two-thousandth (1/2000). It is further understood that in the event
of emergency coverage necessitated by inclement weather, or by the absence (,f a teacher
leaving in midday, where a substitute cannot be secured after diligent effort, the above
provision for compensation will not apply. In the event a substitute cannot bE!secured to
cover a midday absence, the Association will be notified of the occurrence and tile details of
the efforts made to secure a substitute.
ARTICLE XXI TEACHER RECORDS AND EV AlUA TIONS
A. Except for preemployment correspondence and confidential data or corre1spondence
initiated by the teacher but addressed to the Board, the only record of the teacher will be his
or her professional file. A teacher will be entitled to examine his/her professional ':ile and will
receive a copy of any letter or written communication which reflects favorably or unfavorably
on the teacher or on the performance of his/her duties if such letter or communication is to
be inserted in the teacher's record and such will be noted on the copy.
B. The teacher is hereby granted the right to file in his/her record tiny written
comments or response to such communication, but no inference of any kind wi I be drawn
from the failure or refusal of the teacher to file a written response or comment.
C. Evaluation of teachers will be in accordance with Appendix "F.1", dated November,
1975, and with the Modification of Present Suoervision/Evaluation Pro9ram appro'.ed on April
19, 1994 (Appendix "F.2"). All annual evaluations must be received by teachers n,) later than
June 10.
D. The material which may be placed in the teacher's personnel fileB will be in
accordance with Appendix "G", dated April 17, 1969 and revised March, 1974.
E. A teacher will be entitled, at his/her request, to have a representative of the
Association present at any conference or part of a conference at which a writter reprimand
or written warning is issued.
ARTICLE XXII ASSIGNMENTS AND TRANSFERS
A. All professional vacancies will be adequately publicized District-wide i"\ sufficient
time to give each teacher opportunity to apply. No later than April 15 a complete li::t of known
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vacancies for the coming year will be printed and publicized District-wide. In the event any
of said vacancies occur during the time when school is not in session, the President of the
Association will be notified of the existence of said vacancies.
B. Where a reduction in staff in a particular school necessitates the transfer of a
teacher to fill a vacancy or position in another school, the transfer to the new assignment will
be decided upon by using the following factors: preference, seniority and suitability for the
position.\
~
C. Any tenured teacher who is requested and consents to take an assignment in
another tenure area but who does not obtain tenure in the new area will be assigned to a
position in the original tenure area for the following year. The new teacher to be employed in
the original position will be informed of the provisions of this section.
D. Split assignments will, if necessary, continue to be made for teachers currently on
staff pursuant to current practice. With regard to newly hired teachers, however, split
assignments may be made a condition of employment.
E. If the District reconfigures the grades for the present three (3) elementary and/or
middle schools, the following will apply: All openings in the "new" school will be posted.
Volunteers will be sought to fill these positions. After teachers have had an opportunity to
apply, the Superintendent and Assistant Superintendent for Instruction will meet with the
H. T.A. President and First Vice President to review the applicants. The final determination
will be made by the Superintendent and is not grievable or arbitrable.
ARTICLE XXIII REDUCTION IN TENURE POSITIONS
A. A tenured teacher affected by a reduction in the number of positions in his/her
tenure area will not be released from employment in the District while there is another position
in another tenure area available for which the teacher is certified.
B. Any teacher whose position is eliminated and who is not given another position will
be given preference for substitute teaching assignments in his/her area of certification at the
per diem rates for substitutes then prevailing in the District.
ARTICLE XXIV CONfERENCES AWAY-fROM-SCHOOL ACTIVITIES
'.
A. Where teacher requests for attendance at opportunities for professional growth
(meetings, seminars, observations) are denied, the applicant will be notified in writing of the
reasons for denial, provided the request is made in writing.
B. Every effort will be made to provide an equitable rotation system to send teachers
to conferences.
C. If a teacher submits a conference request a minimum of twenty (20) school days
in advance, the District will respond, to this request within ten (10) school days.
-
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ARTiClE-XXV SUBCONTRACTING
No bargaining unit members employed as of September 1, 1975 shall be laid off or
reduced to less than full time as a result of subcontracting out programs now;taffed by
bargainingunit members to employers outside the school system. This will not apply to new
programs.
ARTICLE XXVI FIELD TRIPS
A. Class field trips will be in accordance with Appendix
"E".
B. Whenever a teacher accompanies students away from school on adminL;tration or
Board approved field trips, he/she will be fully reimbursed for his/her expenses according to
the prevailing District scale (mileage allowance, room and board expenses where ilpplicable)
or minimum accommodations, whichever is cppropriate.
ARTICLE XXVII TEXTBOOKS
Teachers will continue to be involved in the selection of textbooks. The Adnr,inistration
will make appropriate arrangements for the implementation of the this provision.
ARTICLE XXVIII TEACHER BUDGET REQUESTS
A. Upon adoption by the Board, the professional staff will be informed of the relevant
details of the budget to be submitted to the voters.
B. Concerned teachers will be consulted as to the application of the budguted funds
to the original requests.
ARTICLE XXIX SCHOOL CALENDARS
A. The calendar for the 1999-2000 school year is attached hereto as Appendix "A".
B. There will be one hundred eighty three (183) days of student attendance each
year.
C. If more than 183 days become mandated by the State Education Depanment, the
District may unilaterally modify the vacation schedules in future calendars.
D. Prior to the adoption of the 2000-2001, 2001-2002, 2002-2003. 2003,..2004 and
2004-2005 school year calendars. the Superintendent will consult with the J),ssociation
concerning the distribution of the school days.
E. Teacher orientation day activities will be performed prior to the operling day of
school (e.g. room preparation. etc.)
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F. In the event the school calendars adopted by the District must be modified to
achieve the maximum number of days referred to above, the parties will meet to resolve the
redistribution of days required.
G. One of the first days of school (excluding Friday) may be extended to 5:00 p.m.
for a District-wide meeting.
H. Effective July 1, 1999, elementary students will have a half (Y2) day of attendance
on each of the last two (2) scheduled days of school.
I. Effective July 1, 2001, elementary students will have a half (Y2) day of attendance
on each of the last three (3) scheduled days of school.
J. The calendar, for each school year, will provide, at least; a five (5) day vacation
period (exclusive of weekends) for the winter, mid-winter and spring recess.
ARTICLE XXX SALARY
A. Schedules
1 . a. All teachers will be compensated during the life of the Agreement in
accordance with Appendices "81," "82," "83,", "84", and "85" this article and additional
compensation. It is .understood that any EIT moneys received by the District in 1999-2000,
2000-2001, 2001-2002, 2002-2003 and 2003-2004 will be used to help fund the respective
salary schedules.
b. Those on Columns 8 + 45, M + 20 and M + 50 as of the date of
execution hereof, will be grandfathered. In order to qualify for placement on those Columns,
courses must have started prior to July 1, 1991. (Hence, all unit members employed on or
after July 1, 1991 shall be ineligible for placement on Columns 8+45,' M + 20 and M + 50.)
See Appendices "H1", "H2", "H3", "H4", and "H5". .
2. Except where the annexed schedules specifically note otherwise, all
schedules are based upon ten (10) months' school year from September through June in
accordance with the adopted calendar annexed to this Agreement, and those who are
employed on an eleven (11) months' contract will be compensated on the basis of ten (10)
percent of the annual schedule payment for such month.
8. Prior Exoerience. Credit on the salary schedule for teaching experience within or
without the state and credit for previous non-teaching experience will be determined at the
discretion of the District. This discretion will not be exercised. unreasonably.
C. In-Service Courses
1. Prior approval will be required for all courses taken for salary purposes,
except that when scheduling changes prevent the granting of prior approval, comparable
courses may be taken and approval will be required prior to granting credit.
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2. The District will approve for salary purposes all graduate courSl3S reasonably
related to the teacher's teaching assignment and which meet for at least four (4) separate
sessions per credit hour. The Superintendent will have the right to approve I)r disapprove
salary credit for in-service courses.
3. The Superintendent may require a teacher to take one in-service credit in a
specific area each year. Teachers with three or fewer years of service in Herricks may be
required to take one course per semester. Such a requirement must be placed in writing to the
teacher 90 days before the beginning' of the course. Teachers may not be re(luired to take
courses offered on days when school is not in session.
D. fa¥rQll. In order to comply with State law, each teacher on a ten (10) month salary
contract will be compensated for the actual number of days worked in the firs1 paycheck of
the school year and will receive a full paycheck every two (2) weeks thereaftEt". Income tax
deductions will be determined by computer computations using bi-weekly payroll input factors.
If a teacher leaves prior to the end of the school year and said teacher has been paid
in excess of services rendered the excess will be deducted from the final paycheck.
E. Pav Davs-School Not in Session. Paydays which occur when school is not in
session will, at the Board's option, be made prior to that date or the check will be mailed so
as to arrive on that date.
F. Eleven-month Personnel. Teachers employed on an eleven (11) month basis will
receive two (2) additional salary checks for each fiscal year of the Agreement. Income tax
deductions will be computed using the same methods as with ten month personnel.
G. Credit Union Deductions. Credit Union deductions for any teacher in EJqual amounts
as designated will be deducted from each pay check and forwarded to the credi1 union within
five (5) days of scheduled salary payments.
H. Tax-Sheltered Annuities. Tax-sheltered annuities will be continued m established.
I. Additional Comnensation. Compensation for services covered by thi~; contract but
not included in the teachers' basic salary will be made as follows upon certificEltion from the
appropriate supervisor that all duties have been performed.
1. If servic'es being rendered are spread out over the entire year, the teacher
may elect to incorporate the additional compensation from the initiation of th 3 activity into
the balance of the remaining pay periods or the teacher may elect a lump surn payment as
part of the final salary payment in June.
2. If the service being rendered is of a seasonal nature, the teacher may elect
a lump sum payment in the last salary payment in June or the payday followinu the next pay
date after the claim has been properly filed and approved.
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J. Guidance Counselors and Psychologists will be required to work the equivalent of
ten (10) additional days per year at one-half percent (% %) of their base salary per day. These
days will be contiguous to the beginning and end of the school year. An evening assignment
(beyond those 9f all teachers) is equivalent to one-half (Y2) day of work, Le. two evening
meetings equal one (1) day of work.
High School Guidance counselors tenured prior to September 1, 1987 will each be
assigned 20 days of summer work beyond the school year.
.
K. It is understood and agreed that if the application of Paragraph D., E., and F. above
result in a violation of law, the Superintendent of Schools and the Union President shall meet
to discuss alternative applications~
ARTICLE XXXI INSURANCE
A. 1. a. Health-insurance The District will continue its present program of
health insurance. The Board will pay, based upon the Statewide Plan, a sum equivalent to
eighty-five (85%) percent of the premium for individual coverage and eighty (80%) percent
of the premium for family coverage.
b. The District is not obligated to provide health insurance coverage for
individuals or their dependents if they were not on the District payroll on June 30, 1991, if
they have comparable coverage elsewhere. If anyone who is affected by this clause loses
comparable coverage, the District is obligated to provide health insurance for that individual.
c. 1. The District will have the right to select an alternate carrier or
self fund health insurance provided retirees shall have the same
rights under the alternate plan as they would have under the
state plan.
.
2. The Association must concur for the duration of this contract
that the benefits are comparable to the existing state plan for
both active and retired teachers.
3. If possible, the Association will have a representative on the
Administration Board of this plan.
d. Effective July 1, 1994 all new (part-time, term and probationary)
teachers shall contribute thirty percent (30%) of all health insurance costs. Further, all new
(part-time, term and probationary teachers) shall not receive paid coverage under the dental
plan. However, when a probationary teacher acquires tenure, he/she shall be provided the
same health and dental benefits as other tenured teachers.
.
2. Effective September 1, 1980, the District shall provide a major medical
catastrophic plan for all employees, which plan shall provide benefits beyond those offered
by the current statewide plan. The Board shall pay ninety-five (95%) percent of individual
coverage and ninety (90%) percent of family coverage for this plan. Said benefits shall provide
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for one million dollars of coverage per insured per lifetime at 100% of reimbursement.
Effective July 1, 1985, the District will pay the full cost of the outpatient psychiatric rider.
3. If, during the life of this Agreement, the Statewide plan is mOl:ified to provide
some or all of these benefits, the District's obligation will not exceed the amount of dollars
necessary to supplement the Statewide Plan to provide the above benefits.
4. Any teacher who declines either individual or family hl~alth insurance
coverage for a minimum of one year will receive, for each year declined, one",~uarter (1/4) of
the savings to the District up to a maximum of seven hundred and fifty ($75(1.00) dollars for
the individual plan and fifteen hundred ($1,500.00) dollars for the family plun, whichever is
greater. This money will be paid in the first paycheck in October of the year fcdowing the one
in which the insurance was declined.
B. Dental Insurance The Board's contribution toward the monthly dental
insurance premium will be as follows for those participating and eligible for Ihe program:
Employee only coverage
Employee and dependent coverage -
$ 9.15
$30.62
C. Life Insurance The Board will provide group life insurance irl the amount of
twenty thousand ($20,000) dollars for each member of the teachers unit.
D. Effective October 1, 1991, the District will implement an II~S Section 125
Plan for the deduction of health, dental and catastrophic insurance premium;;. .
ARTICLE XXXII RETIREMENT BENEFITS
.A. A teacher who, in writing, notifies the District by December 15, of the school year
of first eligibility of his/her intention to retire will receive payment for unused ::ick leave at the
rate of one (1) day's pay (determined by the teacher's position on the salewy schedule) for
three (3) days of accumulated sick leave to a maximum of eighty (80) day's PlIY, provided the
teacher remains until the end of that school year.
B. Teachers who are currently enrolled in the Dental Plan and who her/e retired under
the New York State Teachers' Retirement System prior to September 1, 197;1 will be eligible
to continue in the dental program according to the then existing agreement subject to the
same eligibility rules on health insurance benefits to retirees.
C. A teacher who is "first eligible" and elects to retire at the end of nat school year,
will receive the health insurance contract hereto appended as Appendix I.
D. 1. The benefits set forth are intended only for the teachur's first year of
eligibility.
2. First eligibility is defined pursuant to the rules and rl3gulations of the
New York State Teachers' Retirement System for "first eligibility" to
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receive pension benefits without penalty in the Tier in which the teacher
is retiring.
3. All those teachers first eligible by August 31, 2000, and all those
teachers who have passed first eligibility will receive the benefits
delineated in Sections A and B of this Article, if they notify the District,
in writing, by December 15, 1999, of their intention to retire effective
between June 23, 2000 and August 31, 2000.
4. Effective September 1, 2000, all those teachers first eligible and who
notify the District, in writing, by December 1 5 of that school year and
who remain until the end of the school year will receive the benefits
delineated in Sections A and B of this Article.
ARTICLE XXXIII LEA VIES OF ABSENCE
A. Child Care Leave of Absence Without Pav
1 . Child care leave of absence without pay will be granted if requested by the
teacher to the second September 1st following the termination of pregnancy, except as
otherwise agreed upon by the teacher and the Superintendent.
2. The above provision will also apply to paternity leave and adoptive leave for
the purpose of child care.
3. On or before March 31, teachers granted leaves in accordance with this
article must notify the Superintendent of Schools of their decision to return to school for the
next school year.
B. Sick Leave. All teachers will earn sick days, on a monthly basis. The annual
schedule based on uninterrupted years of service as a teacher in Herricks is as follows:
Years 1-10
Years 11-24
Years 25 +
(10 days per year)
(12 days per year)
(14 days per year)
1. These days may be accumulated to a maximum of 240 days.
2. For the purpose of establishing a "bank" each teacher will be credited with ten
(10) days of sick leave per year or profated fraction for less than complete
years, for each year of employment prior to July 1, 1999. Sick days which
have been used will be deducted from each teacher's bank. No teacher will be
credited with a negative sick bank.
3. A teacher who exceeds his/her sick bank and sick days will have his/her salary
reduced by one two hundredth (1/200) per day.
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C. Personal Leaves of Absence. Cognizant that the professional staff will on occasion
be unavoidably absent from school for reasons other than health, and mindful of the
professional integrity of the staff, the District authorizes the Superintendent to !;rant absence
with pay. Where possible, requests for such leaves should be made in \/witing to the
Superintendent, on the proper form, twenty-four (24) hours prior to the time of i:bsence. If an
emergency prevents prior application, the request form must be submitted as soon as possible
after return to school.
1. Prior ADDrOval
Personal leave requests should be made prior to an absence :m the forms
provided. These forms should be submitted to the Superintendent through the Principal, who
will assist the teacher in the interpretation of the policy and the administrativ,:! regulations.
The Principal will attach a re'commendation without attempting to make a finE!!decision.
2. Notification
Teachers will be notified whether leave has been granted with or without pay.
3. E.am.i..I.¥.
It is agreed that there are two definitions for family, Le., Immediate and
Extended. Immediate Family is limited to the following; spouse, parents, children,' siblings,
or another individual who is a member of the teacher's household. Extended Family includes
those in the Immediate Family and the following: grandparents, aunts and uncioEls,nieces and
nephews, mother-in-law, father-in-law, sisters-in-law, brothers-in-law, cousins and
grandchildren.
a. Serious illness in the Immediate Family requiring the prl3sence of the
teacher.
b. Death in the Immediate Family. No more than five (5) personal days will
be granted for each bereavement (period of mourning hefore and/or
after funeral).
c.
. Death in the Extended Family. One day will be approved with full pay
for the funeral and up to two days for travel for attendanl:e at a funeral
service will be paid, less substitute pay, at the Su Jerintendent's
discretion. Said discretion is solely based on length of travel time
needed.
d. Teacher's wife gives birth to a child
e. Graduation of teacher from advanced degree program or of son,
daughter, or spouse from college. This request may be, made only for
the day of graduation. Travel time will not be granted.
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D. Other Leaves
f. Marriage in the Extended Family. Requests in this category will be
granted for the day of an Extended Family member's wedding when held
on a school day. In instances of the marriage of a staff member, one
day will be approved for a wedding held during periods when school is
in session, i.e. this excludes weddings which take place during winter,
mid-winter, spring and summer recess.
4. l.eg.aL
a. Teacher duly subpoenaed as a witness in a legal proceeding.
b. Teacher involved in litigation, except in litigation adverse to the District.
An explanation must accompany this request. (Maximum of two (2)
days a year.)
c. Closing on a house.
d. Jury duty. The teacher must request "on-call service" where applicable.
Upon presentation of jury reimbursement slip, the teacher will be paid
the difference between jury pay and $alary.
e. Documentation for all .of the above is required upon the return to work.
5. Militarv
a. Granted only if tour of duty cannot be arranged to coincide with vacation.
6. Miscellaneous
a. The Superintendent is authorized to grant leaves of absence with pay for
extraordi'nary reasons other than those mentioned above.
b. If the compensation, beyond expenses, is received during an approved
absence. the District's compensation will be reduced accordingly.
c. Emergency
- for extenuating emergency situations - limited to one (1) day per
year.
1. Any short term leave of absence other than for illness or for those reasons
listed in this contract will be granted at the discretion of the Superintendent.
Such leave may be granted with full salary and benefits, reduced salary and
benefits or with no salary and benefits.
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2. Leaves of absence for a reasonable length of time up to (Ine year' will
continue to be granted for valid reasons upon the discrEttion of the
Superintendent consistent with the needs of the District.
3. If a leave is not granted, there will be a reduction of no more than one-two
hundredth (1/200) of the teacher's regular annual salary for each day's absence
beyond the one day's absence per year that may be claimed by thl: teacher and
approved as an emergency absence as set forth in 5c. above.
ARTICLE XXXIV SCHOOL CONSOLIDATION
It is agreed that in the event there is a consolidation of schools the partil:s will reopen
the contract on those articles which are affected as a result of such consolidation.
ARTICLE XXXV GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES
St.e!LL
a. Any grievance under this Agreement between a teacher or teachers an j the District
will be settled in the first instance by the teacher(s) involved and his/hEIr Association
representative, if requested by the teacher, with the local school Principal, A grievance
submitted to the Principal in writing will be answered by the Principal in writing within
one week from the time the grievance was received by the Principal.
b. No grievance will be filed later than thirty (30) days after the event co 1stituting the
alleged violation became knowable to the grievant.
SWL2,.
a. In the event that the grievance ,is not adjusted under Step 1, the tt: acher, or the
Association, at the teacher's request, may within two weeks from th:l date of the
written answer, take up each grievance with the Superintendent or hisher designee.
The Association will be present at any grievance hearing.
b. Association-District or District-Association grievance under this Agrel: ment may be
entered in writing in Step 3.
c. The Superintendent or the Association, as the case may be, after in1r:>rmal hearing
where requested, at which the teacher and his/her representative may appear and
present oral and/or written arguments, will answer in writing within two weeks of
receipt of the grievance, or two weeks of the hearing, if later.
~.
a. A grievance which is not adjusted under Step 2 will, at the reques:: of either the
Association or the District, within two weeks of the Step 2 answer. be promptly
submitted to a mutually agreed upon arbitrator. If the parties cannot agree upon an
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arbitrator, then the arbitrator will be designated in accordance with the rules of the
American Arbitration Association.
b. A grievance dispute arising under any term of this Agreement involving District
policy or discretion will be submitted to such arbitrator only on the question whether
the District policy was disregarded, or was applied in so discriminatory, arbitrary, or
capricious a manner as to constitute an abuse of discretion.
c. The District and the Association will bear equally the arbitrator's fees and his other
expenses.
d. The report of the arbitrator will contain a statement of findings of fact, conclusions
and recommendations. The arbitrator will send a copy of his/her report to the
Association and the Superintendent. The arbitrator's recommendations will be binding
on the parties in all grievances relating to the interpretation or application of this
Agreement where such provisions d9 not involve educational policy. In grievances
relating to issues involving educational policy, the arbitrator's recommendations will
be advisory only.
ARTICLE XXXVI AGENCY SHOP FEE
Every member of the bargaining .unit who is not a member of the Herricks Teachers'
Association will, within thirty (30 ) days, after the initial date of employment or within thirty
(30) days after this section becomes effective, whichever is later, pay
"to the Association an
agency fee. Such fee will be equivalent to the membership dues of the Association.
The Association will forward to the fiscal or disbursing officer of the District a list of
non-members and the sum of money to be deducted from each teacher's paycheck for the
agency shop fee.
Said amount will be deducted from each teacher's paycheck in a manner equivalent
to the manner in which dues deductions are made for members of the Association, insofar as
possible. The fiscal or disbursing officer will forward said total money of agency shop fee
deducted to the Association.
The Association will administer this provision in accordance with the law and will hold
the District harmless for any liabilities incurred by compliance with this contract provision.
ARTICLE XXXVII SCHOOL NURSE TEACHERS
A. School Nurse Teachers tenured as of September 1, 1991 will be "grandfathered"
as School Nurse Teachers.
B. With the above exceptions, the District may abolish the School Nurse Teacher
positions. ,When "grandfathered" School Nurse Teachers leave the District, they may be
replaced by Registered Nurses.
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C. School Nurse Teachers will be on duty during the student lunch period:;/time in their
respective buildings.
ARTICLE XXXVIII REGISTERED NURSES
A. The Association is the exclusive representative of the Registered Nurses
B. Salary
1999-2000
2000-2001
2001-2002
2002-2003
2003-2004
$27,500
$29,000
$30,500
$32,000
$33,500
C. The work day for registered Nurses will consist of two (2) fifteen (15) minute breaks
and one (1) forty-five (45) minute lunch period per day. All registered nurses IIdli be on duty
during the student lunch periods/time in their respective buildings.
D. The work day of the Registered Nurses will be that of the tea(:hers in their
respective buildings.
E. The Registered Nurses will receive the full force and effect of all J~rticles in this
Agreement except for those sections relating to salary and work day.
F. Registered Nurses are required to be in attendance for two (2) days dUIing the week
preceding the first day of student attendance.
ARTICLE XXXIX PUBLIC COMPLAINTS COi\lCERI\lING TEACHERS
A. Policy
Concerns from the public regarding a teacher will be dealt with as q'Jickly and as
effectively as possible to prevent the escalation of misunderstandings or friction.
.
Adopted by the Board of Education -September 6, 1984
Revised -April 28,1988
B. Regulation - Informal Efforts to Deal with Complaints
It is recognized that periodically there are concerns that parents may have abbut a
particular teacher. To deal with such concerns as quickly and effectively as possible, and to
prevent misunderstandings from escalating, the following steps should be taklln:
1. The parent will make an appointment and speak directly to the teacher. As
a result of a frank exchange, most problems should be resolved to the mutual ::atisfaction of
the participants. '
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2. If there is no satisfactory conclusion reached between the parent and
teacher, or in those cases where a parent feels unable to speak directly to the teacher, the
parent will make an appointment and speak with the immediate supervisor of that teacher.
That supervisor will arrange to meet with the teacher and the parent and will make
every effort to resolve the difficulty and achieve mutual understanding. The teacher will, of
course, be informed of any meetings in sufficient time to prepare for dealing with the question
in the particular case.
3. In those cases where the immediate supervisor is unable to resolve the
problem, or where there is no other supervisor, the parent will speak directly with the principal
or appropriate Central Office administrator, who will make every effort to resolve the
difficulty.
4. Should the difficulty remain unresolved, the parent will speak directly with
the appropriate Assistant Superintendent or, if necessary, .with the Superintendent of Schools
who will meet with the various parties to try to mediate the situation. If this Is not successful,
the Superintendent .has the final administrative responsibility for the supervision of the
educational program and maintenance of discipline in the schools. At the Superintendent's
discretion, some cases may be referred to the Board of Education.
5. In addition to the procedures outlined above, other informal measures may
be undertaken to assist in the resolution of any problem as quickly and efficiently as possible,
including the use of other school personnel.
ARTICLE XL
-
REIMBURSEMENT BY THE DISTRICT
Prior approved claims for conferences, workshops, or any other reimbursable expense
must be submitted prior to June 30 of the year in which the expense was incurred. Payment
will be denied to those requests which fail to meet the above deadline.
ARTICLE XLI STAFF DEVELOPMENT
A. The following schedule of hours has been designed for the purpose of staff
development.
1999-2000
2000-2001
2001-2002
2002-2003
2003-2004
5 hours
10 hours
15 hours
20 hours
22 hours
B. These hours will be scheduled on Thursday afternoons. These programs may
not exceed two hours in length on any Thursday afternoon. The District has
the right to use any Thursday for this purpose.
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ARTICLEXLII. NYSUT BENEFITS DEDUCTION AND REMITTANCE
The District will check off and remit twenty (20) payments to NYSUT Benefit
Trust upon submission of a signed authorization to the payroll office for any teacher. Such
signed authorization may be discontinued at the end of its term upon written notice by the
Employee to the District. The District will remit to NYSUT Benefit Trust thl~ twenty (20)
payments deducted and will furnish the Trust with a list of all teachers from II/hose salaries
such deductions have been made and the amounts of such deduction.
ARTICLE XLIII VOTE/COPE DEDUCTION AND REMITTANCE
If authorized in writing by a teacher, the District agrees to provide one payroll
deduction for Vote/Cope during the school year.
ARTICLE XLIV TAYLQR LAW NOTICE
IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES IN ACCORDANCE WITH ARTICLE XIV,
SECTION 204-a OF THE TAYLOR LAW, THAT ANY PROVISION OF THIS AGREEMENT
REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT ITS IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT OF
LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE ADDITIONAL FUNDS THEREFORE WILL I'IOT BECOME
EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN APPF~OVAL.
ARTICLE XLV CONFORMITY TO LAW
If any provision of this Agreement is contrary to law, the ruling 01 any court of
competent jurisdiction, or regulations of the Commissioner of Education, then ~uch provision
will be deemed invalid, but all other provisions of this Agreement will continue ir full force and
effect. Substitute provisions for those invalidated will be appropriate matters fo' consultation,
resolution, and negotiation between the Board and the Association.
ARTICLE XLVI EVERGREEN
A. If both the District and the association agree by March 1, 2004, tl"lis Agreement
will be extended one additional year. All terms and 'conditions will be maintainl:d, except that
the salary schedule and all other compensation will be increased by an amount equal to
one-half of the percentage increase in the CPI for the twenty four (24) months preceding May,
2004. The parties' election shall be made in writing and shall be delivered by hand to each
other on or before March 1, 2004. The CPI measure to be utilized by the parties shall be the
CPI for New York, Northeast New Jersey Urban Wage Earners. prepared bV the Bureau of
Labor Statistics of the United States Department of Labor.
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ARTICLE XLVII DURATION
This Agreement will be effective July', , 999 through June 30, 2004.
HERRICKS TEACHERS'
ASSOCIA TION
~4'~~' residentBy:
-45.
APPENDIX
"A"
HERRICKSPUBLICSCHOOLS
1999-2000 CALENDAR
Applroved -2/25/99
September 6 Monday Labor Day
7 Tuesday Schools Open for Studentn
20 Monday Yom Kippur
October 11 Monday Columbus Day
November 11 Thursday Veterans Day
25-26 Thursday- Friday Thanksgiving Recess
December 24 -31 Friday- Friday Winter Recess
January 3 Monday Schools Reopen
17 Monday Martin Luther King Day
February 21-25 Monday-Friday Presidents' Week Recess
28 Monday Schools Reopen
April 20-26 ThursdaylWednesday Spring Recess
27-28 ThursdaylFriday Contingency Days
May 1 Monday Contingency Day
29 Monday Memorial Day
June 23 Friday Last Day of School
- --. "...1111111
II<Alternate Snow Make Up Days
If one snow day is called, schools will be open on May 1
If two snow days are called, schools will be open on May 1 and April 28
If three snow days are called, schools will be open on May 1, April 28, and April 27
September
October
November
December
January
Davs of Instruction
17 February
20 March
19 April
17 May
20 June
16
23
13 +2
21 + 1
17
183 Instructional Days + 2 Snow Days
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APPENDIX "8-1 n
TEACHERS' SALARY SCHEDULE
1999-2000
M+10
STEP 8 8+15 8+30 M 8+60 M+30 M+40 M+60 PHD
1 40,228 41,024 45,292 46,557 47,572 49457 50.410 52,293 53,236
2 41 ,744 42,577 46,827 48,074 49,110 51,002 51 ,946 53,830 54,764
3 43.288 44,164 48.388 49,651 50,681 52.568 53,509 55.394 56,345
4 45.006 45,912 50,567 51.830 52,866 54,748 55,694 57.580 58,522
5 46,717 47,641 52,769 54,020 55,067 56,949 57,892 59,772 60,720
6 48.427 49,383 55.945 57.229 58.293 60,205 61.172 63,084 64,054
7 50,128 51,126 58,212 59.490 60.549 62.480 63.438 65.363 66,327
8 51.842 52,876 60,440 61,722 62,804 64,720 65,679 67,598 68,547
9 53,546 54,607 62,685 63.960 65.037 66,959 67,915 69,841 70.803
10 55,260 56.358 64,917 66,201 67,280 69.204 70,159 72,081 73,037
11 57,287 58.445 67,531 68,810 70,303 72.251 73,211 75,152 76,122
12 59,150 60,341 69.470 71,072 72,576 74,518 75.478 77.420 78,396
13 61,031 62.252 71 .400 73,316 74,837 76,782 77,8('''7 79,689 80,667
14 62.899 64,171 73.320 75.553 77,102 79,042 80,012 81,952 82.919
15 65,072 66,354 76,180 78,772 80,341 82,291 83,261 85,228 86,187
20 70,628 71,911 81,738 84,326 85,908 87,855 88,821 90,790 91,753
25 70,842 72,126 81,951 84,543 86,1 20 88,070 89,040 91,003 91.967
*For school year 1999-2000, those teachers who were on Steps 1-14 (inclusive), 19 and 24 of the salary
schedule in the 1998-1999 school year will receive a 4% increase in salary schedule salary above that
which they received in the 1998.1999 school year. Those on Steps 15,16,17,18,20,21,22 and 23
will. in addition to the above salary schedule increase, be cre.dited with another year of service for the
purpose of salary schedule advancement.
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APPENDIX
"B-2"
TEACHERS'SALARYSCHEDULE
2000-2001
STEP B B+15 B+30
.
M M+10 M+30 M+40 M .. 60 PHD
B+60
!
1 41,435 43,255 46,651
.
47,954 48,999 50,941 51,922 ~.~I
.
2 42,996 43,854 48,232
.
49,516 50,583 52,532 53,504 ~.~I
.
3 44,587 45,489 49,.840
.
51,141 52,201 54,145 55,114 ~'I
.
46,356
.4 47,289 52,084 53,385 54,452 56,390 57,365 5~
.
5 48,119 .49,070 54,352 55,641 56,719 58,657 59 629 6i
.
6 .49,880 50,864 57,623 58,946 60,042 62,011 63,007 6/
.
.
7 51,632 52,660 59,958 61,275 62,365 64,354 65,341 6:
.
.8 53,397 54,462 62,253 63,574 64,688 66,662 67,649 6!
.
.9 55,152 56,245 64,566 65,879 66,988 68,968 69,952 7'
.
.10 56,918 58,049 66,865 68,187 69,298 71,280 72,264 7.
.
.
11 59,006 60,198 69,557 70,874 72,4 12 74,419 75,407 T
.
.
12 60,925 62,151 71,554 73,204 74,753 76.754 77,742 71
.
13 62,862 64,120 73,542 75,515 77,082 79,085 80,141 8:
.
.
14 64 786 66 096 75 520 77,820 79 41 5 81,413 82 41 2 8".
.15 67,024 68,345 78,465 81,135 82,751 84,760 85,759 E:
.
20 72,747 74,068 84,190 86,856 88,485 90,491 91 ,486 ~I
.
25 72,967 74,290 84,410 87,079 88,704 90 712 91,711 ~I
3,862 54,833
5,445 56,407
7,056
1,307 60,278
,565 62,542
I
f,977 65,976 I
, 324 68,317 I
1,626 70,603 i
,936 72,927
~,243 75 228
/407 78,406
J,743 80,748
l,080 83,087
~,411 85,407 I
7,785 88,773
3,514 94,506
3 733 94,726
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TEACHERS' SALARY SCHEDULE l
2001-2002
M+10
STEP B B+15 B+30 M B+60 M+30 M+40 M+60 PHD
1 42,678 43,522 48,050 49,392 50,469 52,469 53,480 55,478 56,4 78
2 44,286 45,170 49,679 51,002 52,101 54,108 55,110 57,108 58,099
3 45,924 46,854 51,335 52,675 53,767 55,769 56,768 58,767 59,776
4 47,747 48,708 53,647 54,986 56,086 58,082 59,086 61,087 62,086
5 49,562 50,542 55,983 57,310 58,421 60,417 61,418 63,412 64,418
6 51,376 52,390 59,352 60,714 61,843 63,871 64,897 66,926 67,955
7 53,181 54,240 61,757 63,113 64,236 66,285 67,301 69,344 70,366
8 54,999 56,096 64,121 65,481 .66,629 68,661 69,679 71,715 72,722
9 56,807 57,933 66,503 67,855 68,998 71,037 72,051 74,094 75,115
10 58,625 59,790 68,870 70,233 71,377 73,419 74,432 76,471 77,485
11 60,776 62,004 71 ,644 73,001 74,584 76,651 77,670 79,729 80,758
12 62,752 64,016 73,701 75,400 76,996 79,056 80,075 82,135 83,170
13 64 748 66,043 75,748 77,781 79,395 81,458 82,545 84,542 85,580
14 66,730 68,079 77 785 80.154 81 ,798 83,856 84.885 86,943 87,969
15 69,035 70,395 80,819 83,569 85,234 87,303 88,332 90,418 91,436
20 74,929 76,290 86,716 89,461 91 ,1 40 93,205 94,230 96,319 97,341
25 75,156 76,518 86,942 89 692 91,365 93,433 94,463 96,545 97,568
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STEP 8
I
8+15
II
8+30 II M II I I I .8+60 M + 30 M + 40 M+
II II
!
II
1 43,958 44,828 II 49,492 II 50,874 II 51,983 II 54,043 II 55,084 I .57,
~II II II II II I
.
~.46,525II 51,169
"
52,532 II 53,664
I:
55,731
:'
56,763 58,p=
II II II I I
.
h~
.3 I 47,302 48,259
"
52,875
"
54,255
"
55,380 II 57,442" 58,471 60,
I II II
"
II II
.
.
4
:
49,179
II
50,16911 55,256 II 56,636 II 57,768 II 59,825 II 60,858 62,
II II II I~I
.
i5 .51,049 I 52,059 II 57,662
"
59,029 II 60,173 I 62,230 I 63,260 65.
I II II II II
"
.
c .
6 52,917 I 53,962 II 61,13311 62,536 II 63,698 II. 65,788
"
66,844 68.
I II II II II II
.
.7 I 54,776 55,867 II 63,61011 65,006 II 66,164 II 68,274
"
69,320 I 71.
:
II II
"
II II I
.
.
8 56,649 57,779
"
66,044 II 67,445 II 68,628 II 70,721 II 71,7691 73.
II II II II II I
.
9 58,511 59,671 II 68,498 II 69,891 II 71,068 II 73,168 II 74,213 76,
II
"
II
"
.
.
10 60,384 61,584 II 70,937 72,340
"
73,519 II 75,621
"
76,665 78,
II
"
II \I
.
.
11 62,599 I 63,864 II 73,793 75, 1 91 II 76,822 I 78,951 I 80,000 82.a
I'
II
"
I I
.
.12 64,635 I 65,936 II 75,912 77,662
"
79,306 I 81,428 I 82,477 84.
a
II II II II II
.
c .13 66,690 II 68,024 II 78,021 80,114 II 81,776 II 83,902
"
85,022 87,
II II II II II I
.
.14 68,731 II 70,121 II 80,119 82,559 \I 84,251
I:
86,371
:1
87,431 I 89,
I II II II I I I
.
.
15 71 , 1 06 II 72,507 II 83,244 II 86,076 II 87,791 89,922 90,982 93,
- II II II II .
20 I 77,177 II 78,579 II 89,317 II 92,145 II 93,874 I 96,002 I 97,057 I 99,e
I II \I II II II II I
.
.
25 II 77,411 II 78,81411 89,550 II 92,382 II 94,106 II 96,236 II 97,296 99,
~142 58,172
821 59,842
531 61,570
919 63,949
314 66,350
934 69,994
424 72,477
B66 74,903
317 77,368
765 79,810 .
121 83,181
599 85,665
078 88,147
551 90,608
131 94,179
209 100,261
441 100,495
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APPENDIX
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TEACHERS' SALARY SCHEDULE
2002 2003
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APPENDIX "B.SA
TEACHERS' SALARY SCHEDULE
2003-2004
M+10
STEP B B+15 B+30 M B+60 M+30 M+40 M+60 PHD
1 45,277 46,173 50,977 52 400 53 543 55,664 56,737 58,856 59,918
2 46,983 47,921 52,704 54,108 55,274 57,403 58,466 60,586 61,637
3 48,721 49,707 54,461 55,883 57,042 59,166 60,225 62,346 63,417
4 50,655 51,674 56,914 58,335 59,501 61,619 62,684 64,807 65,867
5 52,580 53,620 59,392 60,800 61,978 64,097 65,158 67,274 68,341
6 54,505 55,581 62,967 64 41 2 65,609 67,761 68,850 71,002 72,093
7 56,420 57,543 65,518 66,957 68,148 70,322 71 ,400 73,567 74,652
8 58,349 59,512 68,026 69,469 70,686 72,843 73,922 76,082 77,150
9 60,266 61 ,461 70,553 71,988 73,200 75,363 76,439 78,607 79,689
10 62,1 96 63,431 73,065 74,510 75,724 77,890 78,965 81,128 82,204
11 64,477 65,780 76,007 77 ,446 79,127 81,319 82,400 84,584 85,676
12 66,574 67,914 78,189 79,992 81,685 83,871 84, S ~1 87,1 37 88,235
13 68,691 70 065 80,361 82,518 84 230 86,419 87,572 89,691 90,791
14 70,793 72,225 82,522 85,036 86,779 88,962 90,054 92,238 93,326
15 73,239 74.682 85.741 88,659 90,425 92,619 93,711 95,925 97,004
20 79,492 80,936 91,997 94,910 96,690 98,882 99,969 102,185 103,269
25 79,733 81 178 92,237 95.154 96 929 99 124 100,215 102,425 103 51 0
-
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APPENDIX
"C"
TEACHERS' SCHOOL DAY
The school day for teachers in the Herricks Schools exceeds that of the students as a
matter of professional responsibility and in order to serve the following nends:
1. Supervision of students on arrival and departure
2. Committee, regularly scheduled department, faculty, and District-wic13 meetings and
other meetings which might be called for compelling reasons
3. Assigned duties and parent conferences
4. Scheduled and informal help sessions for students.
5. Preparation required for the efficient and prompt conduct of the scho::>1 program.
ArWLaL
District regulations require that students be admitted to buildings at least ififteen (15)
minutes before the official school starting time. All teachers are expected 10 arrive prior to
arrival of students to assume the responsibilities outlined above.
Deoarture
"Teachers may exercise discretion subject to contract limitations, after dismissal of
students and upon completion of responsibilities outlined above.
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APPENDIX
"D"
DUES DEDUCTION CARD
DESIGNATION AND PAYROLL DEDUCTION AUTHORIZATION
(Print) Last Name First Initial Building
Address
TO BOARD OF EDUCATION OF HERRICKS SCHOOL DISTRICT:
Pursuant to Chapter 392, Laws of 1967, I hereby designate the Herricks Teachers'
Association as my representative for the purpose of collective negotiations, and I hereby
request and authorize you, according to arrangements agreed upon with such Association, to
deduct from my salary and transmit to the Association the amount as certified by the
Association. I hereby waive all rights and claims for said monies so deducted and transmitted
in accordance with the authorization and relieve the Board of Education and all of its officers
from any liability therefor.
I revoke all instruments, if any, heretofore made by me for any of the foregoing purposes. This
authority shall be continuous while employed in this school system or until withdrawn by
written notice prior to June 1. Said withdrawal shall take effect the September 1 following
its submission.
Employee's Signature Date
-
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APPENDIX
"E"
FIELD TRIPS
1.Field trips may be organized for a variety of purposes-exploration, discOVHY, collection,
observation, identification,etc.
2.A field trip is a well-organized study enterprise which extends beyond the unvironment of
the classroom.
3.The field trip is selected as the activity when itis the best instructional mlahod available
for accomplishing the desired type of learning.
(a) The whole world may be our classroom. However, we need to asl: the question:
When do we use the community as a living laboratory and when de we do the job'
better in a classroom within the school?
(b) The tripwillprovide something which some other material or activity
-
books, films,
tapes, recording, television, or resource person
-
cannot provide.
(c) Many trips are interesting and beneficial but not appropriate as part of the school
program. Such trips are reserved for holidays or vacations under thl: supervision of
parents or with a teacher who wishes to volunteer services. The!;e trips are not
s.;hool-sponsored. ,
4. Generally, fieldtrips will be planned within the framework of the school .clay.
(a) If an overnight trip is contemplated, it will depend on the appropriateness of the
educational goals, planning supervision, cost ~nd manner of fino:ncing the trip,
precautions for safety and welfare of students, length of trip and arrangements for
food and lodging.
(b) Itis a principle of education that study resources should not be dimctly charged to
the student. Items of expense of such extended trips, where there is no legal
prohibition, should not come from solicitation from either individucllstudents or a
class.
(c) At no time should ability to pay become an issue whether or not a :!tudent goes on
a study trip.
5. Field trips develop from pupil needs for first-hand experiences to supplement classroom
activities.
--
(a) The field trip is planned in terms of clearly defined purposes evo ved from class
activities already in progress.
(b) The implication is that the fieldtrip is an essential part of the learn ng.
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(c) The need for a trip arises when questions have been raised, problems identified, and
data is required, and only the trip can supply the necessary information.
(d) The trip is selected as the appropriate experience after consi"deration discussion,
study, and thought on the part of the entire class.
(e) Goals of the unit of study should be defined and formulated before the trip is
selected as the activity for accomplishing the desired learning.
(f) It is particularly important that students assume a major share of the planning. This
is an essential part of their learning. .
(g) A Study Guide planned in advance of the trip will assist in identifying problems,
suggest ways of gathering data and specify what it is that pupils need to obtain from
the trip.
(h) Ideally a planning committee of students and teachers should preview the site.
A field trip is not complete until the results have been incorporated into the learnings
associated with the unit of study. Follow-up is not a single experience but a series
of procedures implementing the integration of class and field experience.
It is the teacher's responsibility to make careful arrangements regarding
transportation, date, time of departure and return, price of admission, notification to
parents, and planning emergency procedures to notify parents if the return trip is
delayed.
Teachers should discuss the trip with the Principal and secure his/her approval before
making any commitments to the class about the trip.
When field trip is overnight, prior appro'val by the Superintendent is required.
An evaluation form for the field trip will be completed by each teacher.
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APPENDIX "F1"
EVALUA TION OF TEACHERS
A continuing record of each teacher's performance and achievement will bEl maintained by
means of written evaluations and reports based on observations of the teachel' primarily in the
classroom setting. Observations, evaluations and reports will ordinarily be made and
submitted by building Principals and/or other appropriate building administrators. However,
this is not to be construed to preclude in certain instances observation and evaluation by other
qualified central office administrators.
The Schedule for Observations and Evaluations
Procedures
1. During the first year of service, teachers are to be observed and evaluated no fewer
than three times, with the first observation no later than December' 51h and the last
by April 151h; in the second and third years teachers are to b 3 observed and
evaluated at least twice.
2. Teachers on tenure should be observed at least once by April 15 th,
3. In addition to the class observations and reports as outlined abl)ve, a summary
year-end evaluation is required for every teacher.
1. Each observation must be followed by a conference in which the teacher's overall
performance is reviewed in terms of strengths, deficiencies, I:tc. Reports of
observations and evaluations are to be written in a narrative form.
2. Signed copies of evaluation reports (bearing the signature of the I:valuator and the
teacher) are to be given to the teacher and filed with the Principa within ten days
of the conference.
3. Copies of all reports (classroom observations and year-end rEIports) are. to be
forwarded to the Superintendent of Schools and should be submitted as soon as
possible after the scheduled conference.
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APPENDIX "F2"
MODIFICATION OF PRESENT SUPERVISION/EVALUATION PROGRAM
We believe that professional growth leads to better classroom instruction and student
learning. We believe that a teacher's professional growth is greatly enhanced by a working
environment that encourages mutual trust, respect and understanding. We believe this is best
facilitated by the development of an on-going partnership between the teacher and the
immediate supervisor.
To promote this professional growth we are proposing the following options for the
supervision and evaluation of teachers:
I.
II.
Non-tenured teachers:
Non-tenured teachers will be observed and evaluated according to the procedures
described in Appendix F1 of the Herricks Teachers' Association contract.
Tenured teachers:
A. Teachers tenured prior to June 1994 will be observed and evaluated by either
Option A or Option B (described below). They may select either option.
Teachers tenured after June 1994 will be observed and evaluated under the
procedures of Option A.
B. The Superintendent may, however, decide that any tenured teacher will be
required to be observed under Option B. This decision cannot be grieved by
the teacher and/or the HTA.
c. Option A
1. Once every three years, the teacher will be observed and evaluated according
to the procedures described in Appendix F1 of the Herricks Teachers'
Association contract.
2, In the other two years, the teacher will design with the immediate supervisor
a self-improvement program for a set of pre-determined goals and objectives
in each of the other two years. To this end:
a. These goals will be developed with the teacher's immediate
supervisor.
b. These goals must be approved by the teacher's immediate supervisor
. and principal no later than October 15.
These goals will be reviewed at mid-year by the teacher and
immediate supervisor.
c.
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d. The teacher is encouraged to invite the immediate :iupervisor to
observe the progress and implementation of these goal;.
e. A final report, which may take many different forms, will be
submitted to the immediate supervisor by the teacher no later than
May 1.
f. A summary evaluation will b~ prepared by the immedL: te supervisor
and will include information provided by the teacher in this final
report.
Examples of goals/objectives:.
Research in a particular teaching strategy and its application in the
classroom.
Peer observation: Teachers observing one another for a prescribed
period of time.
3. Curriculum development for a particular area of study.
B) Examples of self~evaluation
1.
2.
3.
4.
Portfolio
Written Report
A taped oral report, etc.
Immediate Supervisor:
To aid the teacher in meeting the objectives of Option A, the immediate supervisor will:
D.
a.
b.
c.
d
Meet with the teacher to devise goals and objectives br the year;
Plan with the teacher the self-evaluation program;
Conduct informal meetings, observations to discuss progress;
Conduct a mid-year review;
Provide resources where possible to support the teactm's goals;
Prepare the summative evaluation which will include but not be limited
to the teacher's final report;
Conducting formal or informal supervision of the teacher.
e.
f.
g.
Option B
Teachers will continue to be observed and evaluated according to the
procedure described in appendix F1 of the Herricks Teachers Association
contract.
III. This plan does not alter the present practice in the district which allows any
administrator to observe any teacher's class at any time.
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APPENDIX "G"
TYPES OF MATERIAL IN TEACHERS' PERSONNEL FILES
CENTRAL OFFICE
Application
SCHOOL PRINCIPAL'S OFFICE
Copy of application
Placement folder Copies of college transcripts
Letters of reference from previous employer Copies of college transcripts
Probationary contract Copy of license and degree
Photostats of certification changes,
Official transcripts and in-service credits
Degree changes, and
correspondence regarding same.
Duplicate data card
Copies of sabbatical request,
maternity requests, etc., and letters
from Board granting or not granting
same.
Oath of Allegiance
Data Card
Copy of Certification
Reg. No. in Retirement System
Copy of diploma Notices of meetings, appointments to
committees, committee reports
Tenure letter
Classroom observation reports
Selective Service classification notice
Year-end Teacher Evaluation reports
Copy of waiver of take-home pay
Extra-curricular activities charts
Copy of annuity agreements
Letters from parents, administrators,
etc., both complimentary and/or
critical, initiated by the teacher
Correspondence of a confidential or personal nature
regarding the teacher Le., physical fitness; wage garnishee;
reports of conferences with superintendent;
letters written at teacher's request; congratulatory
letters from our district or others for outstanding
contribution; sabbatical leave; promotion; certification.
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STEP 8+45 M+20 M+50
1 45,925
.48,527 51,350
2
.
47457 50,054 52,882
3
.
49,019 51,625 54,44fl
.
4
51,200 53 808 56,62~1
5
.
53,390 56,013 58,83Ei
.
6
56,581 59 247
7
58,849 61,519
8
61,086 63 767
9
63,319 65 990
10
65,561 68,236
11
68 169 .71,271
12
70,267 73,553
13
72,364 75,805
14
74,441 78,067
16
77 ,481 81,323
20
83,040 86,885
25
83,251 87 098 90,0:!1
I I
For school year 1999-2000, those teachers who were on Steps 1-14 (inclusive). 19 and 2:.~of the salary
schedule In the 1998-1999 school year will receive a 4% Increase In salary above that which they received in
the 1998.1999 school year. Those on Steps 15, 16. 17. 18,20.21.22 and 23 will, In 81t1ditionto the
above salary schedule increase, be credited with another year of service for the purpose uf salary schedule
advancement.
-
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COLUMNS-8+45, M+20, M+50
I I I I I
2000-2001
STEP 8+45 M+20 M+50
1
47,303 49,983 52,891
2
48,881 51,556 54,468
3
50,490 53,174 56,082
4
52,736 55,422 58,328
5
54,992 57,693 60,601
6
58,278 61,024 63,997
7
60,614 63,365 66,336
8
62,919 65,680 68,648
9
65,219 67,970 70,943
10
67,528 70,283 73,255
11
70,214 73,409 76,403
12
72,375 75,760 78,746
13
74,535 78,079 81,079
14
76,674 80,409 83,418
15
79,805 83,763 86,771
20
85,531 89,492 92,502
25
85,749 89,711 92,722
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APPENDIX"H3"
I I I
COLUMNS- 8+45, M+20, M+50
2001-2002
STEP 8+45 M+20 M+50
48,722 51,482 54,477
2
50,347 53,102 56,103
3
52,004 54,769 57,765
4
54,318 57 085 60 078
5
56,641 59,424 62,419
6
60,027 62,855 65,917
7
62,433 65,266 68,326
8
64,806 67,650 70,708
.
9
67,175 70,009 73 072
.
10
69,554 72,392 75,452
.
11
72,320 75,611 78,69EI
.
12
74,546 78,032 81,loa
.
13
76,771 80,422 8351'1
14
78,974 82,821 85,92C
.
15
82,200 86,276 8937',
.
20
88,097 92,176 95,2T'
.
25
88,321 92,402
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I I I I I I
COLUMNS.8+45, M+20, M+50
I I I I I I
2002-2003
STEP 8+45 M+20 M+50
1
50,183 53,027 56,112
2
51,858 54,695 57,786
3
53,564 56,412 59,498
4
55,948 58,797 61,880
5
58,341 61,207 64,292
6
61,828 64,741 67,894
7
64,306 67,223 70,376
8
66,750 69,680 72,829
9
69 190 72,109 75,264
10
71 ,640 74,563 77,716
11
74,490 77,880 81,056
12
76,783 80,373 83,541
13
79 074 82,834 86,016
14
81,344 85,306 88,498
15
84,666 88,864 92,056
20
90,740 94,942 98,1 36
25
90.971 95,174 98,368
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I I I I I I
COLUMNS.8+4S. M+20. IIM+SO
..
I I I I I
2003.2004
..
..
STEP 8+4S M+20 ..M+SO
:2
1
..
51.689 54 61 8 57,7~~
2
53.413 56,336 59,5\2.
3
55.171 58 104 61 21~l
4
57,626 60 561 63, 7~~
S
60,091 63,043 66,2:~
6
63,682 66,683 69,9~U.
7
66.235 69 240 72 4~~
8
68.753 71 770 75,Qli
9
71,266 74,272 77 !~~
10
73.789 76.800 80,';:iZ.,
11
76.725 80,216 83.~~
12
79.086 82 785 86,~liZ.
13
81 446 85.319 88,,~
14
83,784 87.865 91,lE.
15
87 206 91.530 94J!l2.
20
93 462 97 790 10~~
25
93 700 98 030 10~~
.64.
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APPENDIX I
HEALTH INSURANCE BENEFITS
-
RETIRED EMPLOYEES
AGREEMENT by and between the BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE
HERRICKS UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT, with offices for the transaction of business
located at 99 Shelter Rock Road, New Hyde Park, New York 11040-1355, (hereinafter
referred to as the DISTRICT)
and ,an employee of the DISTRICT,
(Name)
residing at
(Address)
(hereinafter referred to as the EMPLOYEE)
WHEREAS, the EMPLOYEE has offered, and the DISTRICT has accepted said
offer, to retire from the employment of the DISTRICT in consideration of which the
DISTRICT has agreed to enter into this agreement. The benefits of this agreement are
granted in consideration of the EMPLOYEE'S long years of service to the DISTRICT and in
consideration of the EMPLOYEE'S early retirement, and
WHEREAS, this agreement has been made between the DISTRICT and the
EMPLOYEE to establish a binding contractual obligation on the part of the DISTRICT to
continue certain health care benefits for the life of the retired EMPLOYEE, as the same is
more particularly herein described, during the EMPLOYEE'S retirement.
NOW, THEREFORE, it is agreed as follows:
1. The EMPLOYEE represents to the DISTRICT that he/she is, or shall be
on the effective date of retirement, fifty-five (55) years of age or older and qualifies for
retirement under the New York Teachers' Retirement System. The effective date of
retirement of the EMPLOYEE is (date).
2. The EMPLOYEE represents to the'DISTRICT that he/she shall retire
from active service effective (date) and that the EMPLOYEE has
submitted a written resignation to the DISTRICT effective the aforesaid date of retirement.
3. The DISTRICT agrees to grant the retiring EMPLOYEE those health
care benefits to the extent of and subject to the conditions hereinafter set forth:
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a. The retiring teacher shall be granted basic health cCl'ecoverage
(individual or family) during retirement, with the DISTRICTcontributing 80% for family
coverage and 85% for individual coverage. (The health care plan to be provided shall be
the health care plan the District provides to its active employees, as the same may be
amended, modified or changed from time to time in the future).
b. It is specifically understood and agreed that this a~lreement
extends to the EMPLOYEE health Gare benefits equal to the same benefits "wel that the
DISTRICT provides for active employees who are members of the bargainin~ unit of which
the retiring EMPLOYEE is a member. This also includes the excess major medical benefits
with the District contributing 90% for family coverage and 95~ for individual coverage.
This does not include dental insurance. Hence, the level of benefits and hlJalth care plan
granted to the retiring EMPLOYEE at the time of retirement can change and/or be modified
in the future to the extent of changes and/or modification of the basic heal'[h care plan
and/or benefit level that is then extended to active employees who are unit members of
the bargaining unit represented by the HerriCks Teachers' Association (herElinafter referred
to as HTA).
4. The EMPLOYEE acknowledges that his/her basic hea'I':h care benefits
are solely established by and provided through the health care plan establi:;hed by the labor
contract between the DISTRICT and the HTA.
5. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the DISTRICT reserves the right to
provide the level of health care benefits required by this agreement to the EMPLOYEE
through an insured health plan, or a DiSTRICT self-funded plan (or combination thereof),
and/or in conjunction with benefits provided under Medicare and/or any other available
state or federal law or program that may in the future provide a health be'l'\efit to the
EMPLOYEE.
Herricks Union F:"ee School District
dated:
by Employee
dated:
by Cel'tified-Di~trict Clerk
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